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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Literature Survey 
Historically, the term 11generator 11 has implied a synchronous ma-
chine because of the overwhelming preponderance of this type of equip-
ment. The National Electric Manufacturers Association has developed 
standards for synchronous machines but has not refined documents for in-
duction generators (1). Synchronous generators cause ideas of complex 
equipment with tricky controls but yielding a quality power source. Cur-
rent interest for non-uti! ity generation has tended toward induction ma-
chines because of their operating flexibility. 
Griffith and Owen (2) present an argument for use of large induction 
machines. They cover many of the systems problems associated with using 
induction generators, but do not address small machine use. Induction 
machines as motors are very familiar to electrical energy users. The ap-
plicability of these machines as generators has been known since the late 
1800's when Tesla (3) and Danielson (4) published their early research. 
Use as generators has been restricted because of their inability to gen-
erate and regulate voltage. Nallen (5) addresses many of the operation-
al problems that have restricted use of induction generators. 
The interest in induction generators is keen because of the wide-
spread familiarity with induction motors. There are large numbers of 
these machines available. They are easy to install and operate, and 
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they are very price competitive because of their commonness and uti! ity. 
Large scale government and private studies (6) have demonstrated the 
cost effectiveness of these machines. Nailen (7) has illustrated the ap-
plicability of large scale induction generators where stable power sys-
tems exist. Durham and Ramakumar (8) proposed the use of small scale ma-
chines for cogeneration in remote areas. 
The installation of an induction generator is the same as the in-
stallation of the machine as a motor. The device should be called a mo-
tor/generator since the only difference is the speed at which the shaft 
is driven. The application and installation of induction motors is very 
standardized. The National Ele~trical Code (NEC) provides guidance for 
proper procedures (9). The latest NEC, however, provides 1 ittle guidance 
for installation of generators. The induction machine can be used as 
both a motor and generator in the same installation. The procedures out-
lined for a motor should be used. The one-line diagram in Figure 1 illus-
strates the application, while the equivalent circuit of the machine is 
shown in Figure 2. 
Each of these components has a unique function. Line overcurrent 
protection is accomplished by a fuse or circuit breaker. The purpose is 
to protect the line from a short circuit in the motor/generator circuit. 
A disconnect means such as a mechanical switch provides manual isolation 
for safety purposes. The controller includes circuitry operated by sen-
sors such as timers and remote switches. Running current protection is 
accomplished by overload relays. The purpose is to stop the machine if 
excessive current flows in either direction in the power circuit. Breed-
love and Harbaugh provide an analysis of protection required for motor/ 
generators (10). 
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One additional control device is required to protect a generator--a 
shaft overspeed control. Excessive excitation can cause the machine to 
11 run away11 or to have excessive no load voltage (5). 
1.2 Statement of Requirements 
Induction generators are being applied in a variety of industrial 
applications. The size of induction generators in use ranges from small 
integral horsepower units to 15,000 HP machines. Operating voltage 
ranges are from common distribution system voltages of l180V to medium 
voltage applications of 13,000 volts. The American National Standards 
Institute has classified these voltages (11). 
The source drivers for the machines vary widely--from waste heat 
recovery in petroleum plants, paper mills, and cement plants to prime 
movers such as gas engines, aeroturbines, and hydroturbines. With any 
drive used, the machine must be connected to a power grid for reactive 
excitation and for a receptor of power. Ideally, a power system is a 
perfectly balanced, symmetrical infinite bus. All studies found in the 
literature on application of induction generators make this assumption. 
There are vast areas for the use of induction generators where this 
is not true. In many areas~ balanced three-phase power is not available, 
particularly in remote, rural areas. These are often the areas where in-
expensive or otherwise desirable sources of energy are available. The 
high plains of western Oklahoma provide one of the richest sources of 
wind energy in the country. This area is also rich in natural gas. This 
is often in relatively small, unmarketable quantities as a byproduct of 
oil production. 
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It is desirable to use these energy sources to generate electric 
power since it is one of the easiest energy forms to transport. The pow-
er grid in this area is as sparse as the population. In many cases, the 
only power available is single-phase residential service. Ina few areas, 
two-wire three-phase power systems exist; however, these systems are to-
tally unbalanced. A third type of unbalanced power system is a three-
phase system created from two or three independent single-phase sources. 
The induction generators in this service would be relatively small, 
less than 100 horsepower, compared to most induction generator appl ica-
tions. This size is significantly larger than available single-phase mo-
tors. The cost of three-phase motors over five horsepower is substan-
tially less than an equivalent size single-phase motor. For these rea-
sons, it would be desirable to use a three-phase motor as an induction 
generator on an unbalanced system, if possible. This research will eval-
uate that proposition. To accomplish this goal, the three-phase machine 
performance must be evaluated under unbalanced conditions. 
Because the induction generator is the same machine as a motor, many 
things are known about the equipment and its performance. Some of the 
more readily available information are the performance characteristics, 
including the impact of speed current, power, and torque. 
The equivalent circuit of the induction machine shown in Figure 2 
has been used extensively. Howell and Hogwood (12) present the circuit 
in a very straightforward usable manner. The need for external excita-
tion of an induction machine operating as motor or generator is apparent. 
Because of the need for protection of the machine, overload characteris-
tics of the machine have been studied extensively also (10). 
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It is obvious the generator will continue to operate if one phase 
is open on the power system since the machine has an external driver. 
From observation, it is apparent the generator will not stall if lightly 
loaded and will be protected by overload relays if it is heavily loaded. 
Although these observations can be made, it is desirable to have a quan-
titative measure of the level of unbalance on the machine. This will re~ 
quire symmetrical component analysis of the 1 ine currents and machine 
power. 
This study must examine the following areas: 
1. The effect of unbalanced power systems on the machine. 
2. The real power available from the machine. 
3. A method of reducing the imbalance so reasonable performance 
can be obtained. 
Before these analyses can be performed, several of the known para-
meters must be discussed. These include equivalent circuits for the ma-
chine, power models, and balancer models. 
A review of the available literature on industrial cogeneration, in-
duction generators, and unbalanced power system analysis illustrates the 
sparseness of information on operation of three-phase induction machines 
in very small installations. Literature on balancing systems is virtual-
ly nonexistent. Hughes (13) has presented some of the recent work that 
demonstrates power flow can be controlled between busses. 
1.3 Objectives 
There are several potential problem areas that must be solved in 
these systems. Ultimately on practical systems, an engine wi 11 be used 
to drive a three-phase induction generator. It is desirable to use the 
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induction machine as a motor to start the engine so that the system wi 11 
be as simple as possible and investment in starting equipment will be 
eliminated. Starting and, for that matter, running a three-phase motor 
on a single-phase system cannot be done without additional equipment. 
Typically for motors with ratings less than 50 horsepower, phase convert-
ers have been used. These are either static devices or modified rotat-
ing machines. If the machine is not used as a starting motor, a differ-
ent design technique may be used. 
The machine wil I generate real power, but magnetizing current must 
be supplied from an external source. The power system itself or capaci-
tors at machine terminals can be used to supply this. Too much capaci-
tance will overexcite the machine and may cause it to speed up or gener-
ate excessive voltage. 
Another area that must be investigated is the amount of loading that 
can be placed on an unbalanced three-phrase machine. For a constant load, 
as the current is reduced in one phase, the currents in the other two 
phases increase. These currents must be limited to reduce the copper 
losses and overheating of the machine. The current levels are used to 
calculate the horsepower loading that the machine will experience under 
unbalanced power conditions. 
Besides the induction generator performance, a parallel study that 
must be undertaken is the analysis of the power system. To accomplish 
this, a suitable model must be developed that is acceptable for balanced 
or unbalanced operation. 
Fortescue (1~) proposed a method for solution of unbalanced systems 
that has been widely used. This technique only demonstrates the problem 
without providing a method to correct the imbalance. Ramakumar (15) 
a 
discussed the merits of this system. Elgerd (16) has a detailed discus-
sion of this technique with other methods of analyzing balanced system 
performance. Since users will be conducting this analysis, much of the 
information about the power company will not be available. The model has 
to be developed from simple parameters that are readily measurable, such 
as voltages and currents. 
It is assumed the machine performance on an unbalanced system is 
probably not acceptable. A method of balancing the system is desirable. 
There are several constraints that should be placed on such a balancer. 
The major one is resistive components should not be added since they con-
sume real power. A secondary consideration is passive devices are pre-
ferred since the equipment would be simple to install and operate. To 
satisfy these critical needs, an acceptable model for a power system bal-
ancer is required. 
CHAPTER II 
MACHINE ANALYSIS 
2.1 Introduction 
The equivalent circuit of an induction motor is well known. The 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (17) has developed a 
standard model for use in testing motors. Relatively less has been writ-
ten and discussed about the induction generator. 
An induction generator is an induction motor that has its shaft dri-
ven above synchronous speed. It is reasonable to expect the model of the 
motor to be acceptable for a generator. This is the case, but with some 
restrictions. The reactance values are different for performance as a 
motor and as a generator. Typically, motor reactance values are approxi-
mately ten percent greater than for the same machine operating as a gen-
erator. Torque values also change in the same percentage range. The 
other parameter that obviously changes is the shaft speed. 
Since much has been written about the motor equivalent circuit, only 
a brief overview of the shaft speed and power performance wi 11 be given. 
More detailed information is available from many sources. One of the 
more readable is Howell and Hagwood (12). 
Balanced three-phase machines can be analyzed on a per-phase basis. 
The equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 2. The rotor is electri-
cally isolated from the stator and the power source. The rotor acts as 
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the secondary winding of a transformer. For an induction machine, the 
rotor winding is shorted. This would cause very large currents and ex-
cessive heat on a stationary transformer, but a motor permits the second-
ary winding to move or rotate. The induction machine, acting as a trans-
former with rotating secondary, converts the electrical energy on the 
primary side to mechanical energy on the secondary side. 
Slip is a dimensionless or per-unit parameter. It is equal to the 
difference between synchronous speed and rotor speed divided by synchron-
ous speed: 
s = 
w - w 
n r 
w 
n 
(2. 1) 
The synchronous speed of an induction machine is determined by the de-
sign of the machine and the line frequency: 
w = 
n Number of Poles 
120 f (2. 2) 
Under steady-state operating conditions, the resistance and reac-
tance of windings are constant with a constant voltage and frequency 
~upply. The only parameter in the model that can change is slip. The 
mechanical power developed in the rotor shaft is a result of the rotor 
s 1 i p. 
The total effective rotor resistance can be separated into two 
parts--one corresponding to rotor copper losses and the other corre-
spending to mechanical power developed: 
R R (1-s) 
r r 
-=-----+R 
s s r 
(2. 3) 
1 1 
The mechanical power developed is dependent on slip, rotor resis-
tance, and rotor current. Rotor resistance is constant and current is 
dependent on the impedance and slip. Thus mechanical power developed 
varies with slip (rotor speed). 
The rotor power loss per-phase due to heating can be determined: 
p = 12 R 
h r r 
(2. 4) 
The mechanical power developed is: 
p 
r 
12R (1-s) 
r r s 
(2. 5) 
Machine torque is directly related to the mechanical power developed: 
T = 
r 
7.04 p 
r 
w 
r 
lb-ft or 
9.54 p 
r W N - m per-phase (2.6} 
r 
Although slip is calculated as a per-unit value, it is generally 
given as a percentage (100 X per-unit) by manufacturers. Typical values 
of slip for general purpose motors range from one to five percent. Spe-
cial high-slip, high-torque motors may have slips as high as 25 percent. 
The equivalent circuit model is typically developed on a per-phase 
basis. By superposition, the model can represent a three-phase machine. 
If the input voltage to the model is assumed to be 1 ine to neutral, then 
the model for a three-phase machine will be the sum of three separate 
identical models. The power and torque for a complete three-phase ma-
chine is three times that calculated from the per-phase model. 
2.2 Induction Generator Model 
The motor equivalent circuit demonstrates that mechanical power 
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developed is dependent on rotor speed. For steady-state operation, the 
machine rotor resistance does not change. Mechanical power developed 
then is dependent only on rotor current and slip (rotor speed): 
p 
r 
(2. 7) 
Rotor current is an internal value that cannot be readily monitored 
on induction machines with squirrel cage rotors. Stator current at the 
terminals is the current that is easily measured. From an analysis of 
the equivalent curcuit, it is obvious that rotot current and, in turn, 
stator current change with slip/speed. 
The rotor resistance is essentially a constant over normal operat-
ing speed ranges. The rotor reactance is constant at line frequency and 
a constant internal voltage. Then, the rotor current changes only with 
speed. With these variables established, the shaft power of the machine 
is dependent only on slip. However, slip is calculated from synchronous 
speed--a constant--and rotor speed. Therefore, by changing only rotor 
speed, the machine power is changed. 
The single-phase, and by superposition three-phase, equivalent cir-
cult of an induction motor is a reasonably acceptable equivalent circuit 
for an induction machine regardless of its mode of operation. It can be 
used for a motor or wi th'i n 1 i mi ts for a generator. The fundament a 1 d if-
ference is that the shaft is a "driver•• when operating as a motor and 
the shaft is 11driven 11 when operating as a generator. 
Since both resistance and reactances are in the equivalent circuit, 
the power (in,put or output) at the terminals will be complex: 
(2. 8) 
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The real part of the terminal power of the machine is the sum of the 
power consumed by stator copper losses, core losses, rotor copper losses, 
and the equivalent of mechanical power developed. The imaginary part of 
the terminal power is the sum of the reactive power absorbed by stator 
winding leakage reactance, mutual magnetizing reactance, and rotor leak-
age reactance: 
(2. 9) 
Q = Q + Q + Q 
t s m r 
(2. 10) 
\Jhen operating as a motor, the shaft power is 1 ess than the rea 1 
power input to the terminals because of the losses in the machine. The 
reactive power must be supplied at the terminals. This can be from syn-
chronous mach.ines that are running in parallel with the induction machine 
or from static capacitors that are connected across motor terminals. 
When the machine is run as the induction generator by driving the 
shaft, more power is fed to the shaft than is delivered at the terminals. 
The shaft power has a negative sign since the shaft is being driven ra-
ther than being a driver: 
p 
r 
(2. 11) 
The first major weakness of an induction generator is that it deliv-
ers only real power. Reactive power for the machine must be supplied 
from the power system at the machine terninals just as is required for 
operation as an induction motor. Because of this 1 imitation the indue-
tion generator cannot readily operate in the stand-alone mode but gener-
ally operates in parallel with synchronous generators (a power system). 
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Nevertheless, the simplicity, cost, availability, and ease of operation 
dictate the induction generator for an increasing number of applications. 
The second major weakness of an induction generator is the fact that 
voltage control must be supplied by the power terminal. Because of the 
voltage drop in the stator impedance, the voltage across the magnetizing 
impedance is greater when the machine is operating as a generator than 
when operating as a motor. Overvoltage could result in some extreme con-
ditions: 
v = v + v 
-r -t ·-s 
(2. 12) 
The motor model has a slight inaccuracy when used as a generator. 
Much of the performance information is contained in the slip parameter. 
Operation on either side of locked rotor (s=l) conditions changes all 
of the machine equivalent reactances slightly. 
Because of the difference in voltages across the reactances and the 
difference in slip/frequency, the inductive reactances have different 
values for operation as a motor and a generator. The reactances are ap-
proximately 10 percent larger when operating as a motor than when operat-
ing as a generator. This also appears to cause torque values to be in 
error by the same percentage. 
In summary, the performance of an induction machine is influenced 
primarily by shaft speed which is contained in the slip parameter. As 
the speed shifts to either side of synchronous speed, the direction of 
real power flow changes. The greater the slip, whether positive ornega-
tive, the greater the power becomes. Reactive power direction does not 
change. but the complex power changes and causes proportional voltage 
changes in the circuit. The slip also contains the 1 ine frequency ef-
fect on reactances because slip is dependent on line frequency. 
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Because of the model assumptions, the analysis has been for balanc-
ed operation on a stable, balanced power system. This is not always the 
case. Only slight modifications to the model will permit analysis of un-
balanced operations. 
2.3 Asymmetrical Models 
The development of the equivalent circuit assumed a balanced power 
system with complete phase symmetry. This results in decoupling between 
the models of individual phases. A per-phase representation can be de-
veloped and the representation for phases is identical. The three-phase 
system model is developed by superposition of three identical single-
phase models. A system that meets these criteria is an ideal system. 
All physical realizations of systems have some element of asymmetry 
between phases. The limit of this asymmetry is reached when one phase is 
opened, often referred to as 11 single phasing,'' because only two current 
carrying conductors are available. 
Any asymmetry in the system forces a coupling between phases. The 
resulting imbalance precludes representing the system by a per-phase 
equivalent circuit. The unbalanced current in each phase must be calcu-
lated interdependently. 
There are a variety of methods that have been developed to analyze 
the asymmetry and to determine the effect of imbalances on the system. 
All the procedures for calculating imbalances map the currents into a 
different domain. Although there are significant differences in tech-
niques, all the procedures have the process of mapping in common. 
Depending on the problem, some techniques are more beneficial for one 
type of system than another. 
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The procedures have a one-to-one correspondence and a map can be 
made from one system to another. Two broad categories can be establish-
ed to define most of the unbalanced analysis procedures. 
The first category can be called a generalized machine approach. 
The theory uses two axes--direct and quadrature--to redefine the system. 
The direct/quadrature system analysis works very well for direct current 
machines, for synchronous machines, and for equipment with brushes. 
The second category separates each of the three currents into three 
components--positive~ negative, and zero; or A, B, and zero; or forward, 
backward, and zero. One of the most commonly used theories is the sym-
metrical components proposed by Fortescue in 1918 (14). 
Symmetrical components is the most common technique for unbalanced 
system analysis used in industrial applications. It can be used direct-
ly with the equivalent circuit model of the induction machine. Because 
so much practical information is available, this theory will be used to 
deterMine the effect of unbalanced systems on the induction machine. 
The model for the positive sequence of the symmetrical components 
is the same as the model under balanced conditions and analysis can be 
carried out on a per-phase basis. The model for negative sequence com-
ponents can be obtained by a suitable modification of the slip 11 s 11 as 
discussed in the next section. Once again, analysis on a per-phase ba-
sis is possible. For these reasons, the model voltage should be line to 
neutral, the current becomes line current, and the machine is represent-
ed by a wye connected impedance. This provides a direct correspondence 
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between the sequence model and the system model, since both are relative 
to neutral. 
The benefit of symmetrical components can be summarized. It enables 
the representation of a set of unbalanced three-phase parameters--vol-
tage, current, impedance, power--in terms of three sets of balanced quan-
tities--positive, negative, and zero sequence components. Since each of 
the set of components is balanced, matrix manipulation can be used to 
aid in calculations and analysis can be conducted on a per-phase basis. 
These advantages have made symmetrical component analysis a very impor-
tant and powerful tool in the analysis of unbalanced operation of power 
systems (15). 
2.4 Unbalanced Analysis of the Induction Machine 
The equivalent circuit developed to represent the induction machine 
was for operation on a symmetrical three-phase balanced system. With 
phases unbalanced, an equivalent circuit must be developed for each of 
the symmetrical components--positive, negative, and zero sequence. 
The positive sequence equivalent circuit is the same as the conven-
tional equivalent circuit developed for balanced three-phase operation, 
since the positive sequence is the only component that exists in a bal-
anced system. 
Negative sequence analysis implies the rotating field in the stator 
(and in the air-gap) is in the opposite direction of the positive se-
quence rotation. However, the rotor continues to turn in the same direc-
tion. Alternately it can be assumed the stator remains connected to a 
positive sequence source, but the rotor is turning forward with a speed 
equal to the actual rotor speed plus twice the synchronous speed. 
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Comparing this to the positive sequence equiv~lent circuit, it appears 
the only elements that change are the rotor·components of reactance and 
resistance. 
If the rotor is turning opposite the stator field, the slip compo-
nent of the rotor resistance will be different. Slip is the per-unit 
difference between stator speed and rotor speed for a positive sequence 
rotation. If the positive sequence and the general equivalent circuit 
have a one-to-one correspondence, then Equation (2. 1) can be rewritten 
as a positive sequence relationship: 
w 
n 
- w 
rl 
w 
n 
(2. 13) 
With negative sequence, the rotor and the air-gap magnetic field rotate 
in opposite directions. The effective slip, s 2 , is given by 
To establish a negative sequence equivalent circuit, the positive 
sequence equivalent circuit can be modified by substituting s 2 for s 1. 
Thus the effective rotor resistance is the physical resistance divided 
by (2-s 1) rather than s 1. 
The conditions in the stator have not changed; hence the stator im-
pedances are the same in the positive and negative sequence equivalent 
circuits. Only the rotor circuit representation is changed as shown in 
Figure 3. 
The equivalent rotor resistance can be separated into a rotor copper 
loss component and a negative torque component: 
(2. 15) 
r~---------~.2----------~ 
ls2 
Xs 
Xm 
__,. Xr2 
lr2 
Rr2 
-2-s 
STATOR LINKAGE MAGNETIZATION ROTOR 
Figure 3. Negative Sequence Equivalent Circuit 
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The negative sequence power loss relationship for the rotor is de-
termined by the rotor resistance component and the negative sequence ro-
tor current: 
(2. 16) 
The negative sequence mechanical power developed is 
2 s - 1 
p r2 = 1 r2 Rr2 '"2'=5'"" (2. 17) 
Pr2 is negative, indicating that the mechanical power developed is nega-
tive or mechanical power must be supplied by the prime mover. 
The torque is found using unit conversion and angular velocity as 
was done for the positive sequence case: 
p 
= 7.04 ~ lb-ft 
w 
r 
or 
p 
9.54 ~ N- M 
w 
r 
(2. 18) 
Observing the negative sequence equivalent circuit, the rotor imped-
ance changes with slip while the other circuit impedances are constant 
with speed. All equivalent circuit parameters that depend on slip will 
have different values in the positive sequence and negative sequence 
equivalent circuits. The magnetizing impedance does not change with 
speed and as such it has the same value in both equivalent circuits. 
The presence or absence of zero sequence components depends solely 
on the electrical connections of the motor stator winding. Zero se-
quence component is one-third of the unbalance that flows in the neutral 
of the circuit. If the machine stator winding is connected in a wye con-
figuration with the neutral connection coming out, then zero sequence 
currents can exist since a path is available for them to flow. If the 
machine is connected in a delta configuration or in a wye withafloating 
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neutral, then zero sequence cannot exist even though the circuit models 
use line to neutral equivalence. Without a physical connection between 
the machine windings and neutral, zero sequence is not realizable. Our-
ing ground faults, a connection to ground may arise permitting zero se-
quence to be realized; but this condition is not expected in normal un-
balanced operation. 
Induction machines are designed and constructed to operate with a 
restricted temperature rise to prevent destruction of insulation and to 
preserve its performance characteristics. As a machine becomes more un-
balanced, its temperature begi.ns to rise. Because of additional losses 
generated, all the resistance elements in the motor equivalent circuit 
change. This is best demonstrated by the temperature relationship: 
(A+ Th) 
(A + Thb) (2. 19) 
All calculations have assumed fixed values of impedance for many 
conditions. One of these is frequency. This is particularly important 
in reactance calculations. For example, 
X =2TifM 
s s 
(2. 20) 
Changes in frequency will cause proportional changes in the indue-
tive reactances of the circuit. The sensitivity of the machine para-
meters to frequency changes must be considered in some systems with soft 
power sources and the resulting wide changes in system frequency. 
The equivalent circuit for operation of the induction machine has 
been discussed. Since symmetrical component analysis is used, the equi-
valent circuit consists of three parts--the positive, negative, and zero 
sequence equivalent circuits. The positive sequence circuit is the one 
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derived for operation under balanced conditions. The negative sequence 
circuit is similar except that the rotor impedances have changed. These 
impedances change since coupling to the rotor is through the slip--trans-
former turns ratio. The slip value in the positive-sequence equivalent 
circuit must be replaced by the negative sequence value. The presence 
of zero sequence components depends on the machine connection. A four 
wire wye connection has a path to neutral and results in zero sequence 
values whereas a delta connection or a three wire wye does not have a 
path to neutral, so no zero sequence component can exist. 
CHAPTER Ill 
POWER SYSTEM BALANCER 
3.1 Introduction 
An analysis of the induction machine operating on unbalanced power 
systems can be performed using the equivalent circuit model and symmetri-
cal components as discussed in Chapter II. A study of this analysis in-
dicates there is a limit on the amount of imbalance to which the machine 
can be exposed and still have reasonable operating characteristics. Typi-
cally, manufacturers express concern if the current imbalance is greater 
than 10 percent. 
On many remote power systems away from large industrial loads, the 
three line-currents of an induction motor may differ by greater than 10 
percent. For this reason methods of analyzing the power system with the 
objective of making corrections (balancing) to the imbalance are requir-
ed. 
One of the situations that causes imbalance is attributable to the 
type or method of delivering three-phase power. In sparsely populated 
areas, three-phase imbalance can be caused by: 
l. three-phase system with single-phase loads, 
2. two-current carrying conductors (v-phase), and 
3. three-phase supply created from more than one single-phase 
source. 
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The limiting case of imbalance comes with attempting to operate three-
phase machines on a single-phase 1 ine. 
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This chapter presents an idealized model of a power system balancer 
for steady-state analysis and discusses how it can ·be used to resolve 
unbalanced conditions in a power system. 
The balancer model presented is generalized to permit it to be used 
to define any segment of the power system. Figure 4 demonstrates its ap-
plicability to represent one phase of a three-phase power 1 ine segment. 
Each phase of the power system is represented individually by one two-
port network model. 
Since each phase is modeled individually, unbalanced conditions can 
be resolved on a per-phase basis. By adding appropriate impedances in 
two lines, the currents in those lines can be forced to become equal to 
the current in the third phase. For this discussion balanced conditions 
are defined as equal current magnitudes with 120 degrees phase differ-
ence between any two. 
The circuit elements of a 1 ine balancer can be calculated from the 
same balancer model, redrawn as shown in FigureS. The model is defined 
by setting the output side to the existing line conditions and the input 
side to the line condition to be achieved after balancing. If the inter-
nal impedances calculated from the model are added to the line, the line 
should be balanced as desired. 
The impedances added to each 1 ine not only affect the current but al-
so the apparent power flow. Power factor correction is commonly requir-
ed for power systems with large inductive (motor) loads. This correction 
is typically accomp1 ished by adding shunt capacitors to the power 1 ine. 
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The balancer model will also determine the capacitors necessary for con-
trolling this reactive power flow in the same manner that current was 
controlled. 
An approach to control real power flow between busses has been dis-
cussed by Hughes (13). The balancer model resolves this problem similar 
to the current balancer problem. 
Obtaining single-phase power from a three-phase source is commonly 
done by connecting the single-phase load across two lines, as shown in 
Figure 6. Although this is adequate for the load, it places an imbal-
ance on the source since one phase has no load. The balancer model can 
be used to calculate the circuit ~lements needed to create the third 
phase as shown by the dashed line In Figure 6. 
The previous paragraph describes a balancer for a single-phase load 
on a three-phase source. The same analogy applies for obtaining three-
phase power from a single-phase power line. By the use of the balancer 
model, the elements needed to create a third line necessary for a three-
phase system from a single-phase 1 ine can be designed. The currents on 
all three lines will be equal in magnitude and separated by 120 degrees 
in phase. 
For operation of a three-phase induction generator on a power sys-
temr at least two basic requirements exist. The machine stator currents 
must be reasonably balanced or the machine will not operate effectively. 
The second, but more critical item, is that the induction generator sup-
plies only real power to the system, but the machine requires reactive 
(lagging) power for operation. This must be supplied by parallel syn-
chronous generators and/or by capacitors on the 1 ine. 
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The solution to the problem of finding the network elements needed 
to satisfy both of these conditions has traditionally been tedious or 
nonexistent. The use of the balancer model discussed here has reduced 
this to a very practical problem. 
For balancing three-phase lines, one model is required for each line. 
The model represents the line relative to a common or ground. This is a 
typical representation of electrical energy systems whether a three-wire 
ungrounded or a four-wire grounded system is considered. 
The current in one phase affects the currents in other phases. lso-
Jation·of phases for analysis is done using superposition. This is acorn-
mon practice but it is usually assumed that the phases are identical and 
balanced. The bal1ancer model looks at a segment of line while the input 
and output terminals are isolated. Superposition can still be used. A 
two-port balancer is ideal for imbalance analysis because the output is 
defined by a black box network operating on the input. Even with imbal-
ance caused by an open phase, the model will still describe the system. 
The same two-port network used for the balancer model is often used 
; 
for filter description. A filter is employed to pass or eliminate cer-
tain signals. It is this characteristic that is most appropriate for ad-
justing the power line to provide a desired performance. Real power may 
be passed while shunting reactive power through such a network. 
In general, the balancer model is described in terms of the rela-
tionships between the input voltage and current, and the output voltage 
and current. Both magnitude and angle will be required for the input 
and output parameters. The power system performance required determines 
both real and reactive elements. Many power system conditions are 
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better described in terms of real power and power factor. These differ-
ent operating criteria can be expressed in terms of voltages and cur-
rents. 
Most phase angle measurements in power systems are made in the form 
of power factor. This is the cosine of the angle associated with real 
and apparent power. It is a 1 so the cosine of the phase ang 1 e between 
voltage and current phasors. As such it is the impedance angle. It is 
also the delay in time, expressed in electrical degrees, between when 
the voltage crosses the zero axis and the current crosses the same axis. 
Instrumentation is availtable to measure the phase angle between a 
reference voltage and an unknown voltage. Use of these voltage angles 
with power factor angles provides al 1 the required angle data for the 
balancer model. The reference can be any one of the phases of a three-
phase system. The other angles are then expressed relative to this re-
ference which is assumed to have an angular value of zero: 
4>p =arc cosine 
1> =.a -e p p p 
(pf ) p p = a, b, or c (3. 1) 
(3. 2) 
Figure 7 is an illustration of the angles for a three-phase system. 
For balanced systems the phase quantities (voltages, currents) are sepa-
rated by 120 degrees. For unbalanced systems and for three-phase sys-
terns that are created from a single-phase using a balancer, this is not 
necessarily true. Physical devices used to create the third phase will 
not be pure elements and may not have exact values. The results are 
phases that may be very close to but not exactly 120 degrees apart. 
A further note is necessary concerning power factor. In a three-
phase system, this is a per-phase quantity. One phase must be selected 
Vref - Va 
Ia - 0 ""' reference 
8b ""' relative to 8a 
8c -= relative to Ba 
ea z:: 8a- ~e. 
eb = ab-~b 
9c = 8c-~c 
~a - pf angle relative to Ia 
tPb = pf angle relative to 8b 
¢c = pf angle relative to !c 
Figure 7. Determination of Current Angles 
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as the reference and other phases rotated relative to it depending on the 
phase-sequence. 
Magnitude and phase are used to completely define any vector quan-
tity. However, it is not always absolutely necessary to have both. For 
example, in a polyphase system without a neutral, if current magnitudes 
can be forced to be equal, then the currents must be balanced (separated 
by 120 degrees in phase from each other). 
Line balancers can be used to correct a variety of different cir-
cuit conditions. Selection of shunt capacitance for power factor correc-
tion is extremely common. This permits the line to operate closer to 
unity power factor, thus delivering only real power and reducing current 
levels and resulting 1 ine losses. Balancing filters can be used to 
achieve equal current magnitudes by adding suitable impedances in the 
lines. The direction of real or reactive power flow in a line can be 
controlled with a phase balancer by adjusting voltage and current phase 
angle relationships. A standard balancer can be used to model and/or 
design a balancer for a three-phase 1 ine as well as a balancer to inter-
face single-phase and three-phase systems. 
All these different functions use the same balancer model. The only 
difference in the models is the form of the input and output data avail-
able. Without defining the interna~ configuration of the network, classes 
of models can be defined by their input, output, or control function. 
Section 3.2 presents the assumptions made in the development of the 
model. Since the balancer model is generic, a general class of equa-
tions will be developed in section 3.3. Section 3.4 introduces the spe-
cial requirements for a balancer on single-phase 1 ines. The terminal 
characteristics of the model for a variety of conditions are discussed 
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in section 3.5. Section 3.6 provides the internal specifications and 
the solution of the model for balancing three-phase lines and for creat-
ing three-phase lines from a single-phase 1 ine. 
3.2 Assumptions 
The balancer employs only one model but can be used for two distinct 
balancing situations--three-phase lines and one-phase to three-phas~ 
lines. The three-phase line balancer may be used to control current mag-
nitudes as well as real and/or reactive power flow. A schematic of the 
system under stWdy is shown in Figure 8. On initial inspection, this ap-
pears to be a very simple circuit. However, it adequately represents the 
major elements of the system and reduces them into a minimum system con-
sisting of a load, a source, and the connection between them. Figure 9 
segregates the system into elements that can be represented by the gener-
ic balancer model discussed earlier. 
Changing any component in the system wi 11 dramatically affect the 
operation of the entire system. A direct method of calculating these 
changes is desirable. If all three elements of the load are not identi-
cal, then unbalanced operation results in drastically impaired perfor-
mance of the induction machine. 
The following assumptions are made in the model development: 
I. Only passive devices may be used. 
2. The model must be acceptable for any unbalanced condition. 
3. The same model must be capable of representing the 1 ine, load, 
source, or system behavior. 
4. The model must permit decoupling between the input and output 
conditions. 
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5. The model must be suitable for single-phase and three-phase con-
ditions. 
6. The model must permit decoupling between phases of a polyphase 
system. 
]. Elements used in the model are ideal. 
8. Only steady-state conditions are considered. 
3.3 General Line Balancer Model 
Only the input and output parameters are required to define the bal-
ancer model. The internal connections of the network between the termi-
nals can be found from these external parameters. 
Figure 10 i ilustrates the parameters of the model and the sign con-
ventions used. The direction conventions are made for a three-phase sys-
tem. The general equations will be developed from Ohm's Law and the pow-
er equation. Both have three parameters--voltage, current, and impedance 
or power. Any two of these parameters will completely define an element 
in the model. All parameters are complex variables, which can be repre-
sented by their real and imaginary components or by their magnitude and 
phase. 
With this basis, equations can be developed to define the terminal 
characteristics and the internal impedances of the elements in the model. 
For convenience of manipulation, the magnitude and angles are separated 
into two different variables. When the variables are used in the same 
equation, they are separated by a colon. 
The total apparent power transfer into the model network is equal 
to the algebraic sum of the apparent power input into the two ports: 
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Figure 10. Two Port Network Model 
This 
sf : <Pf = s : <~> + s : If! n n o o 
equation can be expressed in terms 
pf = p + p n 0 
pf = s cos (<t> ) + s cos {4> ) n n 0 0 
Qf = ~ + Q 0 
Q = s sin (If!) + s sin (!j>o) f n n 0 
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(3. 3) 
of real and reactive powers: 
(3.4) 
(3. 5) 
(3.6) 
(3. 7) 
The complex power transfer can also be calculated from voltage and 
current. Expressing the magnitude and phase in separate equations, we 
have: 
s = v I (3. 8) n n n 
<l>n = 0 - e + 180° (3.9) n n 
The presence of the 180° term in Equation (3.9) is due to the convention 
assumed for the input voltage (see Figure 1 0) : 
s = v I (3.10) 0 0 0 
<Po = 15 - e (3. 11) 0 0 
The apparent power within the network is the algebraic sum of the 
apparent power in each element: 
S :<j> =S :cp +S :cp +S :<f> g g z z y y p p (3. 12) 
Each of the elements has apparent power calculated from a complex 
voltage and current: 
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s = v I (3.13) 
z n z 
<l>z = 0 - e (3.14) n z 
s = v I (3. 15) y 0 y 
<l>y ::: 0 - e (3.16) 0 y 
s = v I ( 3. 17) p p p 
<I> = 0 - e (3. 18) p p p 
One of the assumptions made in model development is that no real 
power will be consumed within the balancer. For this condition a simpl i-
fied set of equations result. From Equation (3.4): 
A 11 
is 
p = 0 f 
P = -P 
n o 
powe r w i t h i n the balancer 
(3. 19) 
(3.20) 
is reactive. Therefore, the output power 
equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to the input power. 
The currents through the three elemel'lts of the balancer model are: 
I e = I e + I e (3.21) p p n n z z 
I e = I e + I e (3.22) y y 0 0 p p 
I e = I e + I e (3. 23) 
z z y y u u 
The voltage drop in ·each element is obtained from Ohm's Law: 
v c: I z (3. 24) 
n z n 
0 = e + <P ( 3. 25) n z n 
v = I z (3.26) 0 y 0 
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0 = e + $0 (3 .27) 0 y 
v = I z ( 3. 28) p p p 
0 = e p + $p (3.29) p 
K i rchhoff • s 1 aws can be used to sum the voltage drops around the 
loop and to sum the currents into the network: 
v 0 + v 0 + v 0 = 0 (3.30) 
n n 0 0 p p 
I e + I e + I e = 0 (3. 31) n n 0 0 u u 
These equations completely describe the balancer model. By defin-
ing any two complex input parameters--volts, amps, or power--and any two 
output parameters, all terminal characteristics of the model can be de-
termined. 
These same variables define the internal impedances of the balancer. 
Each special case of the network involves three equations and three vari-
ables. The three impedances each have two parts--real (resistance) and 
imaginary (reactance). If internal impedances are to be calculated from 
the input and output parameters, then six unknowns exist for three equa-
tions. Therefore, additional requirements must be imposed or found to 
define the internal impedances. 
From the assumption that the balancers are designed not to consume 
real power, all impedances have zero real parts. Therefore, 
R = R 
z y R = 0 p (3. 32) 
Only three reactance components are to be found for the three un-
known impedances from three equations. An exact solution can therefore 
be found. 
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3.4 Single-Phase Balancer Model 
A single-phase load consuming {generating) real power {source) can 
be made to appear as a balanced load {source) on a three-phase system. 
As in the previous section, the shunt impedances of the balancer will be 
assumed to be purely reactive. 
Unlike the three-phase balancer, if real power is to be transferred 
from a source to a load, the model must permit the transfer or pass im-
pedance, Z , to be resistive. p This impedance represents the single-
phase load and is not an element that is added to the system. Although 
real power will be transferred to this impedance representing the load, 
the balancing impedances will not consume power. The same two-port bal-
ancer model can be used if the series or pass impedance element is a re-
sistor with reactance equal to zero: 
R = R = 0 
z y 
X = 0 p 
{3.33) 
(3.34) 
These equations assume ideal elements of pure resistance or reac-
tance. For modeling purposes this is adequate. Physical realizations 
of circuit elements always have both resistance and reactance. After 
the model predicts the desired ideal element, a physical device must be 
built to satisfy the design values as closely as possible. 
3.5 Balancer Model Terminal Characteristics 
The balancer model is general and flexible so that a variety of 
problems can be solved. Five classifications will encompass most situa-
tions of interest. They are: 
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1. Balancing real and reactive power flow between busses. 
2. Calancing current magnitude and angle on three-phase lines. 
3. Balancing single-phase loads on three-phase lines. 
4. Balancing real power flow with fixed line voltages. 
5. Balancing real power flow into unbalanced three-phase voltages 
and currents. 
These different conditions will be deyeloped in five stages. These 
are vastly different problems. Each classification involves a variation 
of the available input and output parameters of the balancer model. If 
the input and output parameters can be converted to voltage and current, 
then the internal impedance elements of the balancer can be calculated. 
The input side of the model is the desired balanced condition, while the 
output side of the model is the existing line condition. 
An unusual but useful concept of power factor values should be not-
ed. Lagging power factor is defined positive while leading power factor 
is defined negative. This convention assumes real and reactive power 
flow in the same direction. While this is accurate for most problems, 
it is not correct for the induction generator where real power is trans-
ferred from the machine to the power system and reactive power is drawn 
from the power system by the machine. For induction generators, the sup-
plement power factor is required. 
Supplement power factor is not a term encountered in the literature. 
It is a very legitimate concept that arises from the angle associated 
wlth power factor. Figure 11 illustrates the need this concept: 
~I = lagging power factor angle 
~ 2 = leading power factor angle 
~ 3 = supplement power factor angle 
GENERATOR 
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VARS 
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l¢11 1¢21 
ch - 180-¢1 
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Figure 11. Illustrating the Concept 
of Power Factor 
and 
pf1 = Pl/51 (3.35) 
pf = 2 P1/(-51) (3.36) 
pf3 = (-P1}/51 (3.37) 
The magnitudesofpf2 and pf3 are equal, but the actual angles dif-
fer by 180 degrees. When power factor is used to calculate phase angles, 
then the direction of var flow must be noted. Otherwise an erroneous an-
gle will be calculated. This is particularly the case when real power 
flows from a machine and reactive power flows to that machine. 
3.5.1 Power Balancing Between Busses 
The first classification of problems is balancing the real and reac-
tive power flow between busses. Under ideal conditions with lossless 
components, there is no loss in the balancer. 
Real power flow balancing can be accomplished by control of the vol-
tage on the input and/or the output of the balancer. On power systems 
the voltage magnitudes are held relatively constant. However, the phase 
of the voltage can be controlled by a phase shift in the network. For 
real power flow control, the power factor on the input and output of the 
balancer is assumed to be unity. By control! ing the phase difference be-
tween the input and output voltages, power flow can be controlled. 
Reactive power control is a very common requirement in power sys-
terns. This is commonly referred to as power factor correction. Reac-
tive power control is equivalent to controlling the power factor angle. 
Unlike real power balancing, in this case the phase difference between 
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the input and output voltages of the balancer must be zero. With this 
requirement and with a fixed quantity of real power, reactive power bal-
ancing is accomplished by controlling the magnitude and phase of current. 
The general solution to balancing real and rea~tive power is deriv-
ed from the known or required parameters. The solution of the balancer 
model for internal impedances requires input and output voltages and cur-
rents. The corresponding equations constitute a special case of the gen-
eral equations discussed in section 3.3. 
The known parameters are P , ~ , V , ~ , and o . 
n n n o o 
s = P /cos (~n) n n (3.38) 
I = S /-V 
n n n 
(3.39) 
Assuming the input voltage as the reference, 
s = 0 
n 
(3. 40) 
The current angle becomes 
e = -~ 
n n 
(3.41) 
For a lossless system, 
p = -P 
o n 
(3. 42) 
(3.43) 
Power grid requireme~ts dictate that voltage magnitudes are equal: 
v = v 
o n 
(3. 44) 
The remaining parameter required for the model is the output current: 
I = S /V 
o o n 
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e = o - ~ 
0 0 0 
(3.46) 
3.5.2 Current Balancing in Three-Phase Lines 
The second classification is balancing the current flow in three-
phase lines. This is the traditional technique for balancing a system. 
Balancing implies the adjustment of both magnitude and phase of currents. 
The current magnitudes must be equal and their phases must be separated 
by 120 degrees. Because of the inherent physical restrictions on three-
phase systems without a neutral return, if the current magnitudes are 
equal, then the phase angles of the three currents wi 11 automatically 
have a phase difference of 120 degrees between any two. 
As in the previous derivation, I ine currents can be balanced by 
placing impedances in series in the 1 ine or across the 1 ine and the com-
mon. For an ideal lossless balancer, the power into and from it must be 
equal. With the balancing impedance added in series with the 1 ine, vol-
tage will then be dropped across the impedance, resulting in a different 
output voltage. If the original imbalance is very large and very large 
impedances are placed in the 1 ine, it is possible that the voltage drop 
would be so great as to make an induction machine unable to start on the 
system. This is a 1 imiting constraint on current balancers. With a fix-
ed power load and a constant supply voltage, the line current wi 11 in-
crease. 
The derivation of the input and output voltage and current is made 
from the known parameters. The actual current angles are not required. 
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Only the phase shift or difference in input and output current angles is 
necessary for complete accuracy. 
The known parameters are P , pf , I , pf , I , and ~ . The power 
n n n o o o 
factor is converted to angles for manipulation: 
~n = arcos (pf ) n 
~0 = arcos (pf ) 0 
The apparent power into the network is 
s = P /cos (~n) n n 
v = -s 11 
n n n 
Assuming the input current as the reference, 
e = o 
n 
Then the input voltage angle becomes 
0 = A, 
n 't'n 
For a loss less system 
p = -P 
0 n 
s = -P /cos (cpo) 0 n 
The remaining parameter is output voltage: 
v = s /1 
0 0 0 
0 = <P - e 
0 0 0 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3. 54) 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
3.5.3 Balancing a Single-Phase load 
on a Three-Phase line 
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The third classification of balancing involves.a general single-
phase load and it is required to make it look like a balanced load on a 
three-phase 1 ine. 
A three-phase 1 ine can be created from a single-phase 1 ine using 
this technique. By defining the existing voltages and currents for the 
output of the model and establishing the desired voltage as the input to 
the model, the balancer will define the impedance elements necessary to 
arrive at 1a balanced three-phase condition. Balancing single-phase 1 ines 
requires the 1 ine-to-1 ine voltage and also the line current magnitudes 
be equal while the angles are separated by 120 degrees. 
This classification is also very useful for determining the equiva-
1 ent mode 1 of a 1 i ne. If the input to and output from the ba 1 ancer mod-
el are given as the conditions on either end of a power line, the steady-
state model of the 1 ine is determined by the impedance elements of the 
mode 1. 
The input and output voltage angles and current angles are relative 
to each other; therefore, the input angles can be assumed to be zero. 
Power factor is a commonly measured value. Relative voltage angles can 
be measured rather easily with available instrumentation. Absolute cur-
rent angle measurements are not easily obtained. The current angle can 
be ascertained from the voltage angle and the power factor angle. 
The supplement power factor angle should be used for balancing a 
single-phase load on a three-phase system. Using the convention assumed 
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for the network, the voltage direction and current direction cause a 180 
degree phase shift in the power factor angle. 
The only calculation required in this derivation is the determina-
tion of the current angle from the power factor. The known parameters 
are the terminal values for current and voltage required for calculation 
of the internal impedances of the balancer network. The known parameters 
are V , I , I , o , and $ . 
n n o o o 
Assuming the input voltage as the reference angle 
e = -$ 
n n 
(3.57) 
3.5.4 Power Balancing With Fixed Voltage 
For induction machines operating as generators on power systems, a 
combination of the above procedures is required. As indicated in Chap-
ter I I, the machine generates real power but consumes reactive power. 
The machine does not control its terminal voltage, but must operate at 
the existing line voltage. Machine overload is determined by the cur-
rent flowing in the stator winding of the machine. With this set of 
constraints, a balancer classification can be established that is parti-
cularly suitable for balancing a three-phase induction generator on a 
single-phase line. 
In this case, the power into the line, the 1 ine voltage, the rna-
chine power factor, the machine stator current, and the difference be-
t1r11een the ou~,put and input voltage angles are available. The known para-
meters a re P , V , p f , cS , and I . 
n n o o o 
Use the input voltage angle as the reference angle: 
cS = 0 
n 
(3. 58) 
The power factor of the line must be corrected to unity: 
cp = 0 
n 
Ttl en 
6 = 0 n 
s = p /cos (cpn) = p n n n 
I = s /-V n n n 
Assuming a ~ossless balancer circuit: 
p = -P 
o n 
(pf ) 
0 
S = -P /cos (cp ) 
o n o 
The remaining parameter is output voltage: 
V = S I I 
0 0 0 
The output current is required: 
6 = 0 - <P 
0 0 0 
3.5.5 Real Power Into an Unbalanced 
Three-Phase System 
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(3. 59) 
(3.60) 
(3.61} 
(3. 62) 
(3. 63) 
( 3. 64) 
(3. 65) 
(3. 66) 
( 3. 6 7) 
Balancing the flow of power may be required into an unbalanced sys-
tern where voltage and currents are specified. Balancing the reactive 
p01ver of the system can be accompli she:d by setting the power factor to 
the requir~d value, For a fixed voltage and current, the real pOI'IIer 
flow can be controlled by adjusting the power factor. In essence, I ine 
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power factor can be used to balance the flow of real or reactive power 
when the output or load voltage and current are fixed. 
The required 1 ine conditions are real power, power factor, input 
current, output current magnitude and angle, load voltage, and the dif-
ference between output and input voltage angles. The known parameters 
are P , pf ~ I , V , o , I , and e . 
n n n o o o o 
Assuming the input voltage as the reference, 
cf;n = areas (pf ) n (3. 68) 
e == -cp 
n n 
(3.69) 
The apparent power input to the balancer is 
s = P /cos (cpn) n n (3. 70) 
The remaining parameter is the input voltage: 
v = -s 11 
n n n 
(3.71) 
In s..Jmmary 1 many more classifications for balancing power system 
performance could be defined. Each of these could be used for establish-
ing the terminal voltage and current at the input and output of the bal-
ancer m'Jdei. Any of these potential problems can then be resolved by 
using one of the above derivations. Two items are worth emphasizing--
all parameters are complex (require both magnitude and angle) and the 
phase angles of o~tput quantities may be defined as a phase shift or as 
phase difference relative to the input quantities. 
3.6 Balancer Model Internal Design 
The previous sect ion established the system performance requirements 
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and the input/output parameters to the balancer model for different cases 
of interest. The parameters are independent of the internal components 
in the balancer. Regardless of what is used within, the network contin-
ues to appear the same to the power system outside the terminals of the 
balancer, if the input and output conditions are not violated. 
This section will consider the internal design of the balancer and 
derive the relationships to calculate the impedances necessary to sati,s-
fy the terminal conditions. Since the balancer is similar to a filter, 
the number of alternatives available for the circuitry within the balan-
cer is almost infinite. These can be mathematically reduced to a few 
practical designs even though a particular physical element (for examplet 
an ideal induct<'!nce) may not be realizable. Another example fs an 11n11 
section filter which can be reduced to a "pi 11 or 11 t~: section filter. It 
is possible that one of the elements of the reduced model would require 
a negative real value. This would imply negative resistance which can-
not be physically realized under ordinary conditions without a source. 
However, for the balancer problems under study, it is not necessary 
to have complicated networks v-1ithin the model. The 11pi 11 or 11de1ta 11 de-
sign is sufficient for most conditions. Since delta-wye impedance con-
versions are well known, the delta is used as the general configuration 
for the balancer. 
One alternative design that is convenient in some cases is the ''L" 
section. This consists of forcing the input shunt impedance of a delta 
circuit to infinity and transferring ell the reactive power to the out-
put shunt Impedance. For syste~s without series elements the input and 
output fmpedances are in parallel, so this is a totally &ccurate assump-
tion. The assumption used for the 11 L11 section is acceptable for designs 
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with series impedance if the series impedance is small compared to the 
shunt impedance. 
The equations in this section are derived for a single-phase line. 
For a balanced three-phase system, the results for each line would be 
identical with the single-phase results. However, to design a balancer 
for unbalanced systems, the equution5 must be solved independently for 
the conditions on each phase. The results derived for each phase wi 11 
be the impedance elements necessary to balance that line. 
The internal impedance design of the balancer can be defined by the 
currents entering the input and output nodes, as illustrated in Figure 
10. For a single-phase design, the following relationships are valid 
( 16) : 
I = -I + I 
-n -z -p (3.72) 
I = +I - i 
-o -y -p (3.73) 
These can be redefined into a new set of equations using voltages 
rather than currents. The currents on the left-hand side are stated in 
terms of complex power relationships. The currents on the right-hand 
side are stated in terms of impedance relationships: 
s 
-n 
~= 
-v 
-n 
;"; 
-v 
-n 
--+ z 
-n 
s v 
.::.£=.::£+ 
* 7 V =o 
-o 
(-V - V) 
-n -o 
z 
-p 
(V + V ) 
-o -n 
z 
-p 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
Both sides of each equatio~ are multlpl led through by the denomina-
tor voltage. The left side is separated into real power and imaginary 
power components: 
v2 (-V v ) ;'c - v ~" n -n -o -n p + 'Q = --n J n z z (3.76) 
-n -p 
v2 (V + v ) * 
* 
v 
p + jQO = _£ + -o -n -o 0 z z (3.77) 
-o -p 
Each of the equations can be separated into two equations, one for 
the real part and the other for the imaginary part. Equation (3.76) 
will be manipulated first. Define 
0 = 0 - 0 
n o 
Combine terms 
p + 'Q 
n J n 
Use a common denominator 
·l: 
* z v2 + z 
p + "Q -p n = 
n J n 
Define the denominator 
where 
Then define 
- X X 
n p 
R + R X p n P 
-n 
(i 
n 
* z 
-n 
(3. 78) 
(3.79) 
ej o) + v v 
n 0 
* 
(3.80) 
z 
-p 
(3. 81) 
(3.82) 
(3.83) 
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z z 
yl = 
-n -~ 
z2 z2 
(3.84) 
-n -p 
yl 
Rl + jXl 
= 
R2 + x2 
1 1 
(3. 85) 
Restate 
P + jQ = v1 <z* v2 + z* v2 + z* v v ej 6) n n - -p n -n n -n o n (3.86) 
Expand into real and imaginary parts using Euler's rule 
. 6 
eJ = cos ( 6) + j sin ( o) (3. 87) 
2 2 -1 (Rl R v2 + R1 v2 p = (Rl + Xl) R n P n n n 
+ xl X v2 + R1 R v v cos ( o) p n n n 0 
+ Rl X v v ·sin ( o) n n 0 
- X R v v sin ( 6) 1 n n 0 
+ xl X v v cos (a)) n n 0 (3.88) 
Q = ( R2 + x2) - 1 (-R X v2 - R X v2 
n 1 1 1 p n 1 n n 
+ x1 R v2 + x1 R v2 p n n n 
+ Rl R v v sin ( o) n n 0 
- R X v v cos (a) : 1 n n 0 
+ xl R v v cos ( o) n n 0 
+ xl X v v sin ( o)) n n 0 (3.89) 
A similar derivation can be made for Equation (3.77): 
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.,, 
v2 * v2 * - j 0 z + z. + z v v e 
p + 'Q -~ 0 
-· 
0 -o 0 n 
= 0 J 0 
* 
-;':. 
z z 
(3.90) 
-o -p 
Define the denominator 
-;'\ 
* z z = R4 - jX4 
-o -p (3 .91) 
where 
R4 = R R - X X 0 p 0 p (3. 92) 
x4 = X R + R X 0 p 0 p (3. 93) 
Then define 
z z 
~4 -o -p = ~-2 z2 (3. 94) 
·~o 
-p 
~4 
R4 + jX4 
= 2 2 
R4 + x4 
(3.95) 
Restate 
-~ i •k v2 ;~ -o p + jQ = ylj (z" + z + z v v e ) 0 0 -p 0 -c 0 -o 0 n (3. 96) 
The equations are expanded into real and imaginary pa~ts using Eu1er 1 s 
rule similar to the derivations for the input power. 
Now assume no real power is consumed in the shunt impedances: 
R R = 0 
n o 
. (3.97) 
Redefine Equation (3.81): 
(3.98) 
~I =(-X X) - j(X R) 
n p n p (3.99) 
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Redefine Equation (3.91): 
( 3. 1 00) 
Z,. = (-X X) - j(X R) 
-"t 0 p 0 p (3.101) 
Substitution of these values into the real and reactive power equa-
tlons yields a set of four power equations referred to as static load 
flow equations (SLFE): 
p = (R v2 + R P v5 - X V6) y5 n p n p (3. 1 02) 
p 
-- (R v2 + R V - X V8) y5 0 p 0 p 7 p (3. 103) 
I R2 + xz 
xP) vz ~v ""\ P P+ + X vs + R v 5 X X n p p 6 
n n 
( 3. 1 04) 
( x2 ) QY=.....e_~+X vz + X v7 + R v8 o 5 X X p 0 p p 
0 0 
(3.105) 
where 
v = v v cos ( o} 5 n 0 (3.106) 
v6 = v v sin ( o) n 0 (3.107) 
v7 = v v cos (- o} r, 0 (3.108) 
v8 = vn v sin (- o) 0 (3. 109) 
o<z + 2 -1 v = R ) 5 p p (3.110) 
The four equations are calculated in terms of four impedances--
~.1·1unt input reactance; shunt output reactance, series resistance, and 
series reactance. These are nonlinear equations. Solution to determine 
the four impedances would be a tedious chore. Two simplifying assump-
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tions will reduce the solution to exact linear impedances. The assump-
tions are determined by the type of problem under consideration. Two 
cases of interest will be considered in detail. 
3.6. 1 Derivation of Line Balancer Model 
The line balancing model assumes a iossless, nonresistive design. 
The series resistance is driven to zero. Series reactance can be deter-
mined from the real power equations: 
R :: 0 p (3.111) 
p = -v /X 
n 6 p (3.112) 
X -·· -ii /P p 6 n (3.113) 
The reactive power equati~ns yield the shunt reactances: 
i 2 v6 v 
Qn =.....!!.+...!!.+ X X x (3. 114) 
n p p 
v2 v2 
v7 
Qo 0 0 =y-+y-+ -x- (.3.115) 
n p p 
Then 
X v2 
X ~ n 
n X Qn i vs - -p n 
(3.116) 
X v2 
X p 0 = 
0 X Qo v2 v - -p (i 7 
(3. 11 7) 
The three impedances that solve the I ine balancer are calculated. All 
the impedances are reactive. No power is consL'med in the balancer network. 
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3.6.2 Derivation of Single-Phase to 
Balanced Three-Phase Balancer 
The creation of a balanced three-phase system. from a single-phase 
1 ine requires real power to be transferred. This implies that the series 
or pass impedance must be real. For this condition the series reactance 
must be zero. 
In a physical realization any reactive component of the series im-
pedance can be eliminated by adding a suitable parallel (or series) reac-
tance. For example, capacitors can be used to counter the effect of in-
ductive reactances of machines. 
With the series reactance eliminated,· a linear solution to the sta-
tic load flow equation can be used to determine the impedance elements 
necessary to balance the single-phase 1 ine onto a three-phase system: 
X = 0 p 
The real power equation yields the series resistance: 
v2 + 
v7 p n = 
n R p 
2 
R = 
vn + v7 
p p 
n 
The reactive power equations yield the shunt reactances: 
X 
n 
(3. 118) 
(3.119) 
(3.120) 
(3.121) 
( 3. 122) 
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i v 
Q =~+..! 
o X R (3.123) 
0 p 
(3.124) 
The solution of the equations, with some of the impedance elements 
driven to zero, will yield theoretically pure impedances. However, phy-
sical devices are never pure. Capacitors have bleeder resistors an~ the 
wire of an inductor has some resistance, but the ideal devices should be 
realized as close as possible. The actual values are then used as ele-
ments for a correlation between theoretical and experimental (physical) 
voltages and currents. The effect of using actual elements on the sys-
tern can thus be ascertained. 
The comparison requires that the three internal impedances be known 
as well as one other parameter--either voltage or current. Three combin-
ations can be used to observe most systems. These require voltage line-
to-1 ine, line current, or phase current. 
3.7 Example of Line Balancer Calculation 
Through a series of measurements, the voltage magnitude and angles 
with current magnitude and angles can be determined for an unbalanced 
three-phase system. To balance the system, impedances can be placed in 
the 1 ines. The values of these impedances are determined from the balancer 
mode 1 (Figure 12) . The values are phase voltages and 1 i ne currents: 
v = lOOV 0 = oo I = SA e = 60° ao ao ao ao 
vbo = lOOV 0bo = -125° 1bo = 5. 156A 8bo = -47.6° 
v = lOOV 0 = 115 ° I = 6A e = 185° co co co co 
BALANCED 
LINE An 
Van = 100L0° 
Ian= 5L60° 
BALANCER 
r;::------ ---, 
1BALANCER I 
UNBALANCED 
LINE A0 
Va 0 = 100L0° 
lao= 5L60° 
liNE Bn I Zpb = 3.43.U I LINE 80 
__ . ___ ,..__ ______ -+r --Ir~ --;-· 
Vbn = 100L 120° I 1 Vbo = 100L-125° 
lbn = 5L-60o : Znb Zob I Ibo = 5.2L-47.6° 
LINE Cn 
Vr.n = 100L 120° 
icn = 5L 180° 
r22.s 2o.3 1 
,U .U I 
L __________ _j 
fBAi.ANCER -----l 
I Zp ~ 3.48.Q I 
I 
Zobl 
1-22.5 18.1 I 
.n .n! 
L ________ _j 
LINE C0 
Vco = 100L 1150 
leo = 6L 185° 
Figure 12, Three-Phase Line Balancing 
by Impedance Example 
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Determine the power at each node: 
s = v I (3. 10) 
0 0 0 
cp = 0 - e 
0 0 0 
p = s cos (¢ ) 
0 0 0 
Q ::: s sin (<j>o) 0 0 
p = (I 00) (-5. 00) cos (-60.0) = -250 watts 
ao 
Qao = (100) (-5.00) sin (-60.0) = 433 vars 
p = (1 00 ) ( - 5 . 1 5) cos (-77.4) = -112 watts bo 
~0: ( l 00) (-5 . 1 5) sin (-77.4) = 503 vars 
p = (100} (-6.00) cos (-70.0) : -205 watts co 
Qco = (loo) (-6.oo) sin (-]0.0) = S6lf vars 
To ba 1 anr.e this sys tern, J i ne!'. "b" and 11 c 11 must have a vo 1 tage phase 
shift of five degrees assuming that line "a" is the reference: 
6 =: 0bn - 0bo b (3.78) 
::. 
-120 + 125 = 5" 
0 = 0 - 0 
c en co 
( 3. 78) 
= 120 - 1 l 5 = 5" 
The current magnitudes must be equal: 
v = lOOV 0 = 0" I = SA 8 = 60° an an an an 
vbn = 1 oov 0bn = -120° 1bn = SA 8bn -60° 
v = 1 oov 0 = 120° I = SA e = 180° en en en en 
Determine the power for· balanced operation: 
S = V I 
an an an 
(3. 8) 
= (-!00)(5) = -500 VA 
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4> = 6 - e an an an 
: 0 - 60 + 180 = 120° 
p = s cos ( 4> ) an an an 
= (-500) cos (120) = 250 watts 
Qan = S sin (¢~ ) an an 
= (-500) sin ( 120) = -433 vars 
The input and output voltages are related by their phase angle dif-
ferences: 
v 5 = v v cos ( o) n o (3. 1 06) 
vbS = (-100)(100) cos (S} = -9962 
v = (-100) (100) cos (5) = -9962 
c5 
v6 = v v sin ( o) 
n o 
(3.107) 
vb6 = (-100)(100} sin (5) = -872 
vc6 = (- 1 00) ( 1 00) sin (5) = -872 
v_ = v v cos (··a) 
1 n o 
(3.108) 
vb7 = (- 100) ( 1 00 ) cos (-5) = -9962 
v = (-100) (100) cos ( -5) = -9962 c7 
The impedance that is placed in series with the line can be deter-
mined. This is dependent on the real power to be transferred. For a 
1ossle$S design: 
R = 0 
,p (3.111) 
xp • -v6/Pn 
Xbp = 872/250 = 3.488 ohms 
Xcp = 872/250 = 3.488 ohms 
(3.113) 
The shunt impedances for the balancers are dependent on the reac-
tlve power of the system. The Input shunt Impedance is calculated: 
x v2 
X = p n 
n X Q - v2 - V p n n 5 
(3. 116) 
(3.488) (100) (100) 
Xbn = (3.488)(-433) - (100) (100) + 9962 = - 22 ·5 ohms 
( 3. 488) ( 100) ( 1 00) 
xcn = (3.488)(-433) - (100)(100) + 9962 = -22 ·5 ohms 
The output shunt impedances match to the existing unbalanced condi-
tions: 
x v2 
X = p o 
0 x Q - v2 - v p 0 0 7 
(3. 117} 
(3.488) (100) (100) 
Xbo = (3.488) (503) - (100) (100) + 9962 = 20 ·3 ohms 
(3.488) (100) (100) 
Xco = (3.488)(564) - (100)(100) + 9962 = 18 · 1 ohms 
All the impedances are available to balance a three-phase system. 
3.8 Example of Single-Phase to Balanced 
Three-Phase Calculation 
For a balanced system the line-to-1 ine voltages must be the same 
magnitude. This is determined by the power system. For the single-
phase load, the voltage across the load and current through the load can 
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be measured. This provides all the information necessary to balance the 
load on a three-phase system: 
v = 1 oov p 
I = 17.3V p e = O" p 
The load must be converted to a resistance for real power flow. Even if 
the load is inductive, capacitance can be shunted across it to achieve 
an equivalent resistance. 
For a balanced system, the other two line voltages are required to 
be equal in magnitude to the load voltage. However, they must be sepa-
rated by 120 degrees: 
vn = lOOV 0 = 120" n 
v =- 1 oov 0 = -120° 
0 0 
The real single-phase load will become a three-phase load under bal-
anced conditions (see Figure 13): 
1.732 VLIL = v I p p 
v, = v 
L p 
IL = I /1.732 p 
but 
I = lOA e = -30" n n 
I = lOA 6 = 90" 0 n 
lu = lOA e = -150" n 
The power at the balancer terminals can be calculated: 
Sn = V I n n 
= (100) (10) = 1000 VA 
Vn • 100L0° 
In • 17.3L0° 
Vp • 100L0° V0 • OL0° 
lp- 17.3LO~rz:.t Io- 17.3L0° 
""1..:£.11-5-. 7_7_.n _____ _;::_ __ _ 
SINGLE-PHASE LINE 
Vn a 100L120° r-v-:-100LOO---------, V0 - 100L-120° 
In • 10L-30° I ~- 17.3L00 I 10 • 10L900 
. • I ' Zp ~~----+-.-~---
LINE An I 1 + 5. 77 .0. 1 1 LINE 80 
I ~Iz = 10L30° Iy - 10L-3o0 l I 
v I .l l'i 
n 1 Xn = 1o.n X0 = -1on TlLI 0 I I I I I I I I I 
I ~ I L _______________ - _.J 
SINGLE-PHASE TO THREE-PHASE BALANCER 
Vn = 100L 120° 
10 = 10L90° 
Iz = 10L30° 
.JI!"'....._ 
/./ '-....._ Vp = 100L0° 
/' '~_.../...- lp = 17.3L0o 
In • 10L-30° 
lye 1QL-3Q0 
¢n = 8n-9n+180° 
because of convention used 
PHASOR DIAGRAM 
Figure 13. Single-Phase to Three-Phase 
Balancer Example 
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<l>n = 0 - e + 180 n n 
= 120 + 30 + 180 - 330° 
p = s cos (<j>n) n n 
:::: 1000 cos (330) = 866 watts 
Qn = s sin (<j>n) n 
= 1000 sin (330) = -500 vars 
p = v I cos ( 8 - e ) 
0 0 0 0 0 
= ( 1 00) ( 1 0) cos (-120 - 90) = -·866 watts 
Qo = v I sin (o - e ) 0 0 0 0 
= (Joo) (lo) sin (-120 - 90) = 500 vars 
The balancer input and output voltage and phase angles have the fol-
lowing relationship: 
0 = 0 - 0 
n o 
8 120 + 120 = 240° 
v6 = v v sin ( 8) n 0 
v6 = (1 00) ( l 00) sin (240) = -8666 
v7 v v cos (-c) n 0 
v7 = ( l 00) ( 1 00) cos ( -240) = -5000 
VB = v v sin (- o) n 0 
v8 = (100) (100) sin (-240) = +8666 
With all the terminal values of power, current, and voltage estab-
l ished, the impedance necessary to balance the load can be calculated. 
Although it is not an added impedance~ the equivalent load impedance 
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value can be found from the load current and voltage. Since these were 
forced to real values, the load impedance does not have a reactive com-
ponent: 
X = 0 p 
Then the equivalent resistance is calculated: 
2 
R = 
vn + v7 
p p 
n 
R = 
(l 00) ( 1 00) 
- 5000 
= 5. 77 ohms p 866 
(3.118) 
(3.120) 
The shunt reactances are the impedance elements necessary to bal-
ance the load. Their values can be calculated: 
R v2 
X p n -- Qn R - v n p 6 
(3.122) 
X = 5, 77 (100) (100) 10 ohms 
n (-500)(5.77) + 8666 = 
R v2 
X ~ 0 = 
0 Q R -· V 
0 p 8 
(3.123) 
X (5. 77) (100) (100) -10 ohms 
- (soo)(5. nf- S666- = 0 
This provides all the impedance values necessary to balance the 
single-phase load. The shunt impedances are equal in magnitude but are 
opposite reactances. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT 
4.1 Introduction 
Mathematical models are desirable for simulation of engineering prob-
lems, because they can be performed on paper or in computers without in-
vesting in expensive equipment, operating in complex environments ,or man-
ipulating large quantities of power. Since the model is mathematical, 
some conditions can be projected that are not strictly realizable in the 
physical environment, There is also the potential for limitations or er-
rors that will not permit the model to work in all real situations. For 
these and other reasons, it is necessary to ultimately build a physical 
device and experimentally verify the key results of simulation. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of experimen-
tal investigations undertaken and to discuss their implications. A series 
of experiments were conducted to verify the models developed. Most of 
the tests were conducted at multiple shaft speeds since operating speed 
controls the power output of an induction generator. 
Experiments were conducted for the following conditions: 
1. Balanced operation to verify machine model. 
2. Balancing currents in three-phase lines: 
a. Unbalanced 1 ine resulting from unknown impedance in line A. 
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b. Unbalanced line balanced by inserting impedances in lines B 
and C. 
3. Balancing reactive power flow: 
a. Driver running, generator off, capacitors across terminals 
(overexcitation). 
b. Driver running, generator on, capacitors across terminals 
(power factor correction). 
4. Balancing single-phase to three-phase: 
a. Three-phase generator operating on a single-phase line 
(I ine C disconnected) without a balancer. 
b. Single-phase resistive load balanced on three-phase line. 
c. Three-phase generator balanced on single-phase line. 
To verify the balancer model, a laboratory setup was fabricated. 
The hardware used for the experiments is listed below: 
Generator-induction motor, 3Hp, 1,130 RPM, NEMA D, three-phase, 230/ 
460/796 volt, 9.4/4.7/2.7A, max. cap. 2.7 KVAR, Eff. 0.84, PF 
0.67, mfg. Marathon Electric. 
Driver-induction motor, 5Hp, 1160 RPM, NEMA B, three-phase, 230/460 
volt, 14.7/7.35 A, max. cap. 3.2 KVAR, Eff. 0.85, PF 0.75, mfg. 
Marathon Ele~tric. 
Speed control-variable speed drive, 5Hp, 230/460 volt, frequency 
0-90 Hz, mfg. Louis All is, Model: Lancer, Jr. 
Capacitor contactor--3 pole, 480 volt, 10 amp, Westinghouse indus-
trial control relay. 
Fuse-disconnect switch, 3 pole, fused 30 amp, 240 volt, General 
Electric. 
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Capacitors, 480 volt, 20 microfarad and 30 microfarad series, paral-
lel connected in 3 KVAR, 3-phase assembly, Elliott Industries. 
Inductor, 10 amp, 100 millihenry, 4-100 turn windings, hand wound. 
Inductors-autotransformer, 2 KVA, 120/240 16/32 volt, dry type. 
Square D. 
Resistors-heat strips and lamps connected through 120/240, 2 KVA 
transformer. 
The instrumentation used for the experiments is listed below: 
Torque transducer-strain gage, 1000 lb-in., max. 15000 RPM, with 60 
teeth per revolution speed pick-up, Lebow Products, Model 1104. 
Torque display, 3 digit, calibrated, 120 vnlt, DJ Instruments, Mod-
el 415. 
Speed display, 4 digit, 120 volt, 0-1999 Hz LFE Process Control, 
Model 442lL 
Phase angle meter, 4 digit, reference and signal input, 120 volt, 
Keltronics Lab Model. 
Power factor meter, 3 digit, 1- or 3-phase, transformer coupled cur-
rent, direct co~pled potential, 0-600 volt, 0-100 amp displays, 
120 volt, Amprobe. 
Analyzerst three-phase power system displays for volts~ amps, kilo-
watts, and power factor, Westinghouse Power Analyzer. 
Volt ohm meter, analog, Triplett. 
Ammeter, clamp-on type, 0-100 amps, Amprobe RS-3. 
Computer, 48K, disk drive, printer. Apple I I, with BASIC. 
The machinery was connected to a 120/208 volt, four-wire, three-phase 
power system through the fused disconnect switch. This allowed safety 
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protection and isolation. The generator was connected back to the power 
system through the same circuit. 
Section 4.2 summarizes the experimental results and compares them 
with model data for balanced system operation. Section 4.3 illustrates 
balancing currents in three lines of the three-phase system. Section 
4.4 introduces balancing reactive power flow. Section 4.5 presents bal-
ancing a single-phase line to operate as a three-phase line. 
Table I is a tabuluation of results from the experiments. The Ap-
pendix contains samples of theoretical results calculated using the mod-
el equations. The experimental setup is shown in Figures 14 through 19. 
rFigure 14 is a photograph of the autotransformers used in series 
with the 1 ines to balance current flow as described in section 4.3. The 
heaters and lamps in the foreground were used to devise a single-phase 
resistance load for the second part of the experiment described in sec·· 
tion 4.5. The capacitors shown in Figure J,5 were used to correct power 
factor and for the capacitive reactance in the third part of the experi-
mental setup and model described in section 4.5. The variable speed 
drive controller shown in Figure 16 was used in al 1 the experiments in-
vo 1 vi ng the induct ion generator. ! t was used to contro 1 the speed of 
the motor used to drive the induction generator. The meters and instru-
mentation used for the various experiments are shown in Figure 17. A 
photograph of the machines is shown in Figure 18. The driving motor is 
on the left. Coupling the two machines is the torque transducer and 
speed pick-up. The induction generator is shown on the right. The in-
ductive reactance used in the third experiment discussed in section 4.5 
is shown in Figure 19. The Westinghouse Analyzers and Triplett volt-ohm 
meter are also pictured. 
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TABLE I 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Case Torgue Volts L-L Angle (V =ref) Line Amps PF x 100 
RPM ln.-Lb v v v vb deg V deg I ,lb I PF PF ab be ca c a c a c 
1186 66 215 215 215 -119.9 119.8 6.3 6.3 6.4 50 50 
1220 
-73 215 215 215 -119.8 119. 5 6.4 6.5 6.6 47 47 
J2ll3 -161 215 215 215 -119.8 119. 6 9.4 9.4 9.7 64 64 
2 1230 -97 2i8 216 210 -123.6 115. 1 6. 1 8.4 7.8 55 65 
1240 -134 220 216 210 -124 . 3 114.6 7.3 9.9 9. 1 65 72 
3 1230 -101 214 216 214 -119.8 118.7 ].4 7.4 8.0 60 54 
1240 -144 216 219 216 -119.9 118. 3 9.0 9.0 9.6 69 63 
4 1220 -19 248 ---
1240 -21 260 ---
5 1220 -69 216 216 2'!6 ... ]19.8 119.5 2.7 2.7 2.8 85 85 
1240 -52 216 216 216 -119.8 119. 5 6. 1 6. l 6.3 99 99 
6 1220 -50 214 175 206 -120.9 0 10.0 10.0 0 -28 -28 
1230 -85 214 1 71 214 -120.4 0 11.9 11.9 0 
6A1220 -63 2i5 221 231 -119.6 0 lj • 1 4. 1 0 95 95 
1238 -139 215 212 246 -119.6 0 9.4 9.4 0 -99 -99 
7 216 218 216 -121 .2 120.8 4.9 4. 1 4.7 99 99 
216 218 215 -119.5 119. 5 7.7 6.5 7.4 99 99 
8 1220 -51 219 234 192 -119.8 100.4 6.7 3.3 7.3 -99 -95 
1247 -153 219 219 ?15 -119.3 116.8 6.6 6.6 7.3 -99 -99 
Figure 14. Autotransformers and Resistance 
Load Used in the Experiment 
Figure 15. Capacitors Used in the Experiment 
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Figure 16 . Variable Speed Drive Controller 
Figure 17. Meters and Instrumentation 
Figure 18. Motor Driver Coupled to the 
Induction Generator 
Figure 19 . Instrumentation and Inductive 
Reactance Used 
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4.2 Balanced System Experiments 
From Chapter I I, the model for the induction machine requires para-
meters for stator and rotor resistances and leakage .reactances. Typical-
ly, motor reactances are 5 to 10 percent greater than the reactances for 
the same machine operating as a generator. Analysis of the equivalent 
cincuit shown in Figure 2 indicates that this is contributed to by the 
differences in internal voltages. For a fixed terminal voltage, since 
the internal voltages change, the same terminal current would represent 
different internal impedances and power. For generator operation, the 
increased speed c~uses increased generated voltages. This in turn changes 
the flux density and saturation of the magnetic circuit, resulting in 
changes in inductance. 
The equivalent circuit impedances for the machine are listed below. 
These were obtained from calibration tests performed by the manufacturer 
to IEEE Standard 112 (17). The same machine is used but it is operating 
in different modes: 
Motor Generator 
Stator re~istance 0.022 pu 0.022 pu 
Rotor resistance 0.025 pu 0.025 pu 
Stator leakage reactance 0.073 pu 0.070 pu 
Rotor leakage reactance 0.059 pu 0.056 pu 
Magnetizing reactance 0.801 pu 0.730 pu 
Base impedance 70.939 ohm 70.939 ohm 
Figure 20 shows the performance characteristics of the three-phase 
induction machine operating under balanced conditions as a motor obtain-
ed from calibration data. Figure 21 illustrates the correlation between 
.-theoretical (model) and experimental results for balanced operation of 
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the machine as a motor and generator. For balanced operation, it is ap-
parent the equivalent circuit model is quite accurate. Experimental and 
theoretical values of line currents agree very closely for both genera-
tor and motor operation. 
The transfer of power from the driver to the generator was determin-
ed from the torque transmitted through the shaft. Measured torque val-
ues vary consistently from theoretically calculated values. The model 
results are about 8 percent lower than the measured values for generator 
operation. The torque measurements for motor operation have a similar re-
sponse. The model values could be made virtually identical by increas-
ing speed 7 rpm. 
· This variation is apparently due to the same conditions of internal 
voltage increase, current change, and flux density change that cause a 
difference in reactance values between the generator and motor operation. 
It may also be due to a calibration error between the resistance bridge 
of the torque transducer and the electronic readout that displays the val-
ues. However, the display was calibrated against a known resistance. 
Nevertheless, the constant offset does have characteristics of calibra-
tion problems. 
The measured line currents for the machine under balanced operation 
on a three-phase system were not exactly the same for all three phases. 
By rotating the machine connections between lines, the imbalance could 
be moved from one phase to the other. It was greater with some of the 
connections than with others. This indicates both the machine and the 
power system had some inherent imbalance. 
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4.3 Balancing Currents in Three-Phase Lines 
This experiment was conducted in two parts. The first segment was 
conducted with an 11 unknown11 inductance inserted in series with line A of 
the generator. The inductance was obtained by using the winding of an 
autotransformer. The addition of this impedance caused unbalanced cur-
rents to exist in the three-phase line. 
4.3. 1 Experimental Setup and Model 
The unbalanced currents, voltages, and angles were measured and used 
as input to the symmetrical component model. The currents in the two un-
disturbed lines were not Identical. This was apparently due to the in-
herent imbalance noted earlier. This relative imbalance did not appre-
ciably affect the machine performance. 
The current imbalance amounted to a 35 percent difference between 
the lowest and the highest va 1 ues of 1 i ne currents (7. 3 amps to 9. 9 amps). 
This grez~ an imbalance would be expected to have a very dramatic impact 
on the machine through reduced torque and negative sequence heating. The 
model data are shown in the Appendix as Case 2 Generator 1240 rpm. 
The torques from the symmetrical component model and experimental 
measurements compared very favorably. The model predicted a value of 
129.5 inch-pounds while the measured results from Table 1 r Case 2 at 
i240 rpm, was 134 inch-pounds. 
The second segment of the experiment was to determine a balancer to 
be placed in the lines to cause equal currents (magnitudes) to flovJ in 
all three phases. For 1240 rpm operation, the desired line current was 
selected to be 8.7 amps. This is the line current on :he input side of 
, the ba 1 ancer. 
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The impedance of the model must be calculated independently for each 
line of the machine. The output current for line B was selected as 9.1 
amps, the current of the machine when unbalanced. The output current for 
line C was 9.9 amps. 
An L section network was used for the balancer. The same value of 
series impedance was required to balance each line. This was because 
the voltage phase shift required to balance the phases was the same on 
both lines Band C. From Table I, Case 2 at 1240 rpm, it is noted that 
both lines Band C have shifted approximately 4.5 degrees from the nomi-
nal values of Case l. The value of inductive reactance required was 
1.72 ohms. This is shown in the Appendix as Case 3, Line Balancer. 
The shunt im?edances required for balanced operation on each line 
were different. Although the voltage magnitudes were identical, the 
power factor on lines Band C were different. The shunt impedance pri-
marily reflects the reactive power necessary to balance the reactive com-
ponent of current. Line A was selected as the reference phase. There 
was no phase shift in line A. It was not necessary to add a series im-
pedance in line A. 
4.3.2 Experimental Results 
The L section balancers were placed in lines Band C. Identical 
auto transformers were used to obtain the balancing impedance as were 
used to cause the imbalance. These should have created a perfectly bal-
anced system with the impedances matched. However, from the voltage mea-
sured across and the current through each autotransformer, the impedance 
was calculated as different values. Line B impedance was calculated to 
be 1.38 ohms and line C was calculated to be 1.04 ohms. 
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Line B balanced almost perfectly with line A. The current magni-
tudes were the same and the angle deviation from the theoretical 120 de-
grees was less than 0.2 degrees. The magnitude of 9 amps was s1 ightly 
higher than the projected magnitude of 8.7 amps. This is within the ex-
pected accuracy of instrumentation and device impedances. 
Line C did not balance as closely. The current was slightly higher 
in magnitude than in lines A and B. The residual imbalance is attribut-
ed to the inherent imbalance observed in the first experiment and the 
fact that the balancing impedance value was not as close as expected. 
Table I I illustrates the actual 1 ine currents under the different operat-
ing conditions. 
TABLE II 
THREE-PHASE LINE BALANCER VERIFICATION 
Quantity (Amps) Line A Line B Line C 
Normal Running 8.7 8.7 8.9 
Unbalanced Z in Line A 7.3 9.9 9.1 
Theoretical 8.7 8.7 8.7 
Experimental 9.0 9.0 9.6 
4.4 Balancing Reactive Power Flow 
This experiment was conducted in two parts--the generator isolated from 
the line and the generated connected to the I ine. The first segment was 
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the observation of the machine performance when the generator was isolat-
ed from the 1 ine. The machine was driven by the shaft and three one-KVAR 
capacitors were connected across the terminals. The machine became self-
excited under these conditions. 
There was no load. Line current did n~t exist. However, the capa-
citor/machine combination became self-excited. Terminal voltages increas-
ed from 215 volts to 260 volts as the machine speed was increased. The 
overexcitation was so great that the generator could not be loaded with 
the capacitors across the 1 ine. The overvoltage protection would de-
energize the controller. It was necessary to de-energize the terminal 
capacitors before loading the induction generator. When the capacitors 
were removed, the unloaded speed increased by five rpm. 
The equivalent circuit model assumes generation of real power and 
the voltage is supplied by the line. It was not used to predict overex-
citation from a capacitive load. This should be one of the subjects of 
future study. 
The second part of the experiment was conducted with the generator 
connected to the line. Again the machine was driven by the shaft and 
capacitors were connected to the terminals. The power factor was to be 
corrected to unity. The actual capacitance used was 0.81 KVAR. This is 
a very good correlation. The differences can be attributed to the accu-
racy of the measurements. 
The model results using real power requirements and power factor 
with no change in voltage angles exactly match published power factor ta-
bles (17). For a 100 K\·1 load, an original power factor of 0.60, and a 
desired unity power factor, the computed reactive power is 133 KVAR. 
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The sequence for starting the generator must be as follows: bring 
the driver to near synchronous speed, place the generator on line, then 
connect the capacitors. The shutdown sequence must remove the capaci-
tors from the terminals before the generator is allowed to rotate unload-
ed. 
4.5 Balancing Single-Phase to Three-Phase 
4.5. 1 Experimental Setup and Model 
This experiment was conducted in three parts--measurement of condi-
tions on the generator with one 1 ine disconnected, balancing single-
phase to three-phase for a purely resistive load, and balancing single-
phase to three-phase for the induction generator. 
The first part is to measure the performance parameters of the ma-
chine with line C disconnected. This is the worst case of imbalance 
that can exist. The two remaining 1 ines constitute a single-phase con-
dition. tven with one 1 ine removed, line-to-line voltage continues to 
exist on that terminal although they are grossly unbalanced, as shown in 
Table I, Case 6. 
Experimental data were taken at only two speeds. Since 1 ine cur-
rents were excessive, the machine was overheating and vibration/noise 
problems were encountered. The symmetrical component equivalent circuit 
model of Chapter II was used to determine the impact of this operation 
on the machine. Negative sequence heating is the best model measurement 
for detrimental effects on the generator. The model indicates the ma-
chine suffers from significant negative sequence heating. The results 
are shown in the Appendix as Case 6. 
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A comparison of theoretical and experimental torques is shown in 
Table II I. Although there is some variation between values, the results 
compare adequately. The experimental values were slightly more negative 
throughout the experiments as noted previously. 
TABLE Ill 
COMPARISON OF SYMMETRICAL COMPONENTS: CALCULATED 
TORQUE AND MEASURED TORQUE 
Quantity 
(ln~-Lb) 
Theoretical 
Experimental 
Torque 
(1220 RPM) 
-45 
-50 
Torque 
(1230 RPM) 
-75 
-85 
Single-phase operation of a three-phase machine can be very detri-
mental to the machine. It is desirable to try to correct this problem. 
However, so many potential problems exist with accurately modeling rotat-
ing machines that the tests were first conducted on a purely resistive 
load. 
The second part of the experiment was to determine if a purely re-
sistive single-phase load could be made to appear as a balanced three-
phase load. The single-phase load was a group of heaters and lamps con-
nected across Jines A and B of the three-phase system. A potential trans-
former was used to reduce the line voltage of 208 volts to the heater 
rated voltage of 120 volts. Because only fixed values of balancer 
impedances were avai·lable, tests were conducted at only two different 
line current values. 
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The balancer model was used to calculate the impedances necessary 
to make the single-phase load appear as a balanced three-phase load on 
the power system. Criteria listed in the assumptions of Chapter I I I are 
re-emphasized. Only passive devices are allowed and the line currents 
must be balanced. 
The model indicates the voltages are-precisely equal and 120 degrees 
apart. The currents in all three lines are identical and 120 degrees 
apart. Appendix Case 7 presents the model results. For the first exper-
iment, line currents were selected at 4.3 amps. The second experiment 
was at 6.9 amps. The model predicts the current through the shunt impe-
dances is equal to the line currents and the current through the load 
impedance is 1.732 times the load impedance. The impedances from Case 7 
at 6.9 amps are compared. These are 31.3 ohms for both the shunt reac-
tances. 
The actual capacitive reactance was 31 ohms and the inductive reac-
tance was 31 when calculated from the voltage and currents. The values 
were so close since series/parallel combinations of capacitors were made 
and the inductor winding turns were changed until the proper values were 
obtained. 
The results .~f balancing the resistive load were good enough that 
the third part of the experiment was conducted on the three-phase induc-
tion generator. As in the previous analysis, line C was removed from 
the generator to cause a single-phasing condition. The third line was 
created by a balancer. The balancer model predicted results for the 
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machine to be almost identical to the results for the resistive load, as 
shown in Appendix Case 8. 
The line currents were equal. A nominal value of 7.3 amps was used 
to represent near full load on:the generator. The currents through the 
shunt impedances were equal to the 1 ine currents. The current through 
the single-phase line equivalent was 1.732 times the 1 ine currents. The 
impedance magnitudes necessary to create the three-phase balancer was 
1.732 times the single-phase line equivalent impedance. The shunt impe-
dance magnitudes were 29.7 ohms. The same actual values were used as 
for the resistance load. These were 31 ohms. 
4.5.2 Experimental Results 
The first experiment was conducted with the resistor load connected 
across two l lnes of a three-phase system. The results of using the bal-
ancing impedances were very good, as shown in Table IV. The calculations 
were baseo on 1 ine currents of 4.3 amps. The created third phase, line 
c. had a measured current value of 4.7 amps. Lines A and B had measured 
current values of 4.9 and 4. l amps, respectively. The power factor in a! l 
lines was 0.99. 
The second test was conducted at a nominal line current of 6.9 a~ps, 
The current in the created third phase had a value of 7.4 amps. Lines A 
and B had measured current values of 7.7 and 6.5 amps, respectively. The 
phase difference between the line voltages were within one-half percent 
of the desired 120 degrees. 
The experimental data indicate that single-phase resistive loads 
can be made to look like a balanced three-phase load very adequately. 
The phase currents were very close to predicted values. It should be 
Quantity 
(Amps) 
Theoretical LA 
Experimental LA 
Theoretical HA 
Experimental HAl 
Experimental HA2 
TABLE IV 
SINGLE-PHASE TO THREE-PHASE BALANCER 
FOR RESISTANCE LOAD 
Line Line Line Load 
A B c A-B 
4.3 4.3 4.3 7.45 
4.9 4. 1 4.7 7.35 
6.9 6.9 6.9 11 • 95 
7.7 6.5 7.4 11 • 90 
7.4 6.9 7.9 12. 10 
Notes: Phase A-B = load. 
Line c = created 1 i ne. 
LA= low current test. 
HAl = high current test. 
HA2 =high current test with increased load. 
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lmped lmped 
A-C B-C 
4.3 4.3 
4.3 4.3 
6.9 6.9 
6.9 7.0 
6.9 6.9 
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pointed out that for balancing conditions, the phase current in the load 
is 1.732 times the line curre~t while the phase current in the balancing 
impedance equals the 1 ine current. The line current deviations were in 
the range of 10 percent. These differences in 1 ine currents can be at-
tributed to several factors. The elements used in the balancer are not 
pure impedances. Inductors notably have significant resistances. The 
second major problem is that the shunt impedances must be equal in magni-
tude with one being a capacitor and one being an inductor. Furthermore, 
these impedances must be 1.732 times the load impedance. It is not pos-
sible to achieve all of these conditions precisely. Moreover, the cur-
rents through both impedances must be perfect sine waves to achieve per-
fect balance. The iron core inductor is prone to distort the wave shape 
and introduce harmonics. 
Even with these shortcomings, sufficiently accurate balanced lines 
were obtalned to justify ·attempting to balance a three-~hase induction 
generator on a single-phase line. This was the third part of the experi-
ment. 
A nominal value of ].3 amps was used for the model to balance single-
phase to three-phase on the induction generator. As noted above, the mod-
el (theoretical or calculated) values were 29.7 ohms and the actual val-
ues were 31 ohms. The impedances were added to the terminals of the in-
duction machine to recreate the 1 ine C. The results are shown in Table 
v. 
For the three-phase generator, a current of ].3 amps was maintained 
on the created l lne C regardless of load. This was exactly as predicted. 
The speed was then adjusted to change the output of the induction genera-
tor. Line A held a relatively constant value near 6.7 amps even as speed 
TABLE V 
CURRENTS FOR ONE-PHASE TO THREE-PHASE BALANCER 
USED WITH A THREE-PHASE INDUCTION GENERATOR 
OPERATING AT 1247 RPM ON A 
SINGLE-PHASE LINE 
Quantity Line Line Line Load lmped 
(Amps) A B c A-B A-C 
Normal Running 7. 1 7. 1 7.3 
Line C Oi sconnected 11.9 11.9 0 
Theoretical 7-3 7-3 7.3 12.6 7.3 
Expe r imenta 1 6.6 6.6 7.3 10.7 6.6 
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lmped 
B-C 
7.3 
7.0 
was changed. Line B changed dramatically from 1.8 amps to 7.3 amps as 
the speed increased, as indicated in Figure 22. 
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Shaft speed for the induction generator controls the real power out-
put. The adjustment of the speed and the resulting load can be used to 
achieve near complete balance of 1 ine current5 for selected values of 
balancer circuit impedances. 
Several observations are appropriate. The created 1 ine current 'is 
constant and is independent of speed or load. If the generator is oper-
ated at speeds near or slightly above where the output current matches 
the ~reated line current, then balance is virtually complete. If the 
ba'lancer is designed for full load conditions, the line currents to the 
two existing po\>;er 1 ines wi 11 decrease and then increase from no load to 
fu 11 1 oad. 
Two precautions should be noted and appropriate protection provided, 
All capacitors connected to the machine cause overexcitation leading to 
high voltage if the load is removed while the generator is being driven. 
A more serious problem to be avoided was the removal of load with the 
created 1 ine C connected. Without the loadt a series resonant network 
i $ present (the inductance and capacitance used to create the third phase) 
in which the voltages across the capacitor or inductor could reach dan-
gerously high values. To avoid damage to the balancer componentst some 
means must be provided to either de-tune the circuit or provide overvo1-
tage protection if the voltage exceeds a preset value. When line C be-
tween the generator and the balancer was disconnected, excessive vo!te:~SJES 
and currents resulted as expectedt causing a breakdown in Lhe inductor 
insulation. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary of Results and Conclusions 
Operatic~ of three-phase induction generators on unbalanced power 
systems has been studied. The imbalance can vary from slight differ-
ences in line impedances to the absence of a line (single-phasing). 
It is necessary to have two independent models for analysis of the 
problem. These are a model for the generator and a model for the line 
or power system. The power system model can also be used as a tool to 
resolve the problem of balancing the power system. 
The model used for machine analysis is the conventional equivalent 
circuit model. Operation under u~balanced conditions can be considered 
by using symmetrical component analysis. This technique is well known 
and significant literature exists to document its use with motors. Not 
much literature was found on the application of induction generators on 
unbalanced systems. 
Once it was verified that a machine model exists that is reasonably 
accurate, a model was sought that would permit the analysis of the prob-
lem of balancing an unbalanced power system. Typically, symmetrical com-
ponents and fault analysis are used to determine the magnitude of prob-
1 erns in unba 1 anced power systems. However, these do not provide a tech-
nique for correct!ng the imbalance. 
A model to study the balancing of all parts of the power system is 
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presented. The balancer, power system, line, loads, and sources can be 
represented by the same model. Although two-port network use Is very 
common in filter studies, its use in power system analysis is rare. The 
two-port network permits description of the outpu~ conditions and the in-
put conditions independent of the definition of the internal network. 
This makes it uniquely suited for analysis of unbalanced systems and for 
arriving at the elements necessary to balance the system. A significant 
advantage of this model is that the system can be analyzed using rela-
tively simple mathematics. 
The input and output of the balancer model can be designated as the 
desired and existing 1 lne conditions, respectively. These conditions 
can be used to calculate internal circuit impedances to match the exter-
nal conditions. These impedance parameters provide a balancer for the 
power system. Any level of imbalance, up to single-phasing, can be re-
solved using the balancer analysis presented. 
The physical realization of the model results has a number of minor 
problems. The actual impedance values of inductors and capacitors must 
match the values calculated using the model. These also must change for 
different load conditions. Devices available generally have fixed val-
ues of impedancess with the possibility of change in discrete steps. 
Therefore, the impedance values of the elements used may not be exactly 
equal to the required values nor can the magnitudes be precisely changed 
for varying loads. Continuously variable capacitors and inductors would 
be desirable. 
If the capacitor-inductor circuit is fixed, the balancer wi J) yield 
a fixed current output in the created third phase. This is adequate for 
a constant load. However, the current available on that phase will be 
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insufficient to start the induction machine since starting currents are 
typically six times running currents. 
The combination of impedanies also creates a resonant circuit that 
has very high stored energy. If the load is removed from that circuit, 
the remaining high-Q series resonant circuit will lead to excessive vol-
tages across the inductance (or capacitance). This will generally cause 
catastrophic failure of the inductors and/or capacitors. 
The output of an induction generator is determined by its shaft 
speed. Since no-load to full-load corresponds to a speed change of less 
than 50 rpm, any small change in speed causes a significant change in the 
pov.rer output. These power changes are accompanied by corresponding cur-
rent changes which in turn contribute to the balancing problem discussed 
above. Establishing an exact speed to maintain a certain output while 
matching the balancer currents can be tedious. 
When balancing the lines, a fourth I ine is required to satisfy the 
mode 1. For four-wire sys terns with a neut ra 1 , ·this is no prob 1 em. How-
ever, three-wire systems can present a problem. The common side of all 
balancers must be tied together. Under balanced conditions, the poten-
tial of this line will be at the neutral point. If the lines are not 
exactly balanced, this floating line may have some potential different 
From neutral. 
A phase angle meter was used to measure the phase angles of vol-
tages relative to each other. Power factor on each phase must be measur-
ed and used with the voltage phase angles to find the current phase angles. 
~1nce power factor seldom is less than 0.3, the instruments often do not 
measure less than that value. However, in unbalanced systems~ pmver fac-
tors can be near zero. Furthermore, when used with an induction generator, 
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the reactive power enters the machine when real power leaves the machine. 
This requires the calculations to use supplement power factor angles. 
Experimental investigations were undertaken to verify the models de-
veloped. The results indicate the induction generator models and the 
line balancer models are acceptable. 
The measured value of generator torque was approximately eight per-
cent greater than the theoretical calculated values of torque. Although 
this is more than desirable, it is adequate for most practical purposes. 
The balancer model for balancing lines yielded currents approximately 
three percent less than the measured values. This is very good. The com-
parison of results for balancers to interface single-phasetothree-phase 
was not as good. One line was measured with a ten percent deviation 
above and one tine was measured with a ten percent deviation below the 
nominal value. However, this was easily changed with proper motor speed 
and the resulting loading. Although these currents were significantly 
different than desired values, they were dramatically better than oper-
ating with no current on one line. Neither significant temperature rise 
nor vibration problems were noted on the three-phase generator supplying 
power to a single-phase 1 ine through a balancer. 
Induction machines can operate adequately on somewhat unbalanced 
lines if they are not fully loaded. A line balancer can be used if the 
1 ine is significantly unbalanced and/or to permit balanced operation of 
a three-phase induction generator on single-phase lines. 
5.2 Suggestions for Further Work 
This research has uncovered several areas where additional study is 
warranted. The first area for further study would be the development of 
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a balancer for starting large three-phase machines on a single-phase 1 ine. 
The one-phase to three-phase balancer developed in thi·s study is suitable 
for running conditions but is not acceptable for starting. The balancer 
delivers a constant current on the created line. ·However, starting typi-
cally requires the current to be five to six times the running current. 
The second area for further study would be the development of a more gen-
eral solution for the internal impedances of the balancer without the 
'constraint of ideal components assumed in this analysis. 
In a similar vein, a generalized solution could be developed permit-
ting any impedance for the elements of the balancer. The analysis pre-
sented here assumed that all shunt impedances would be inductances and 
capacitances only. Further study is necessary to quantify overexcita-
tion and underexcitation phenomena in induction generators. This is crit-
ical to successful operation with the load suddenly removed. 
The development of a control system for the induction generator oper-
ating on an unbalanced power system merits consideration. With static 
reactance values, the level of imbalance changes with speed and load. 
Speed control or variable reactances could be used to maintain accepta-
ble balance over a range of operations. 
A refined model of the induction machine should be evaluated for the 
generator. The motor model results in reactances that are approximately 
8 to 10 percent less when the machine operates as a generator rather 
than as a motor. These variations obviously will affect current values 
and resulting power. The measured torque was approximately 8 percert 
greater than the theoretical value. The model possibly would require ad-
ditional impedances so that the current through the rotor resistance 
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would remain the same during generator operation even though the voltages 
have increased. 
These are some areas that would permit further refinements in the 
modeling and analysis of three-phase induction machines operating on un-
balanced power systems. Resolution of some of these issues wi 11 enable 
the design of hardware required to make the operation of such machines 
more efficient and reliable. 
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Computer Nomenclature 
Machine--Sequence Parameters 
FT ( 0, 1 , 2, 3) 
HA, HB, HC 
HM (0.1~2) 
HR (0,1,2) 
HS (0,1,2) 
lA, I R, IC 
IM (0, 1 ,2) 
IR (0,1,2) 
IS (0,1,2) 
LE (0,1,2) 
LF (0,1,2) 
LG (0,1,2) 
PL (0$ 1 ,2) 
PR (0,1,2,3) 
PS (0,1,2,3) 
PT (0, 1 ,2,3) 
QT (0,1,2,3) 
ST (0,1,2.3) 
TR {0,1,2,3) 
UR (0,1,2s3) 
VR (0,1,2,3) 
\~N 
\>/R 
WS 
Angle of complex terminal power 
Angle of current in lines A, B, C 
Angle of magnetizing current 
Angle of rotor current 
Angle of stator current 
Magnitude of current in lines A, B, C 
Magnitude of magnetizing current 
Magnitude of rotor current 
Magnitude of stator current 
Angle of equivalent impedance 
Angie of rotor impedance divider 
Angle of magnetizing impedance driver 
Rotor copper losses 
Mechanical power developed 
Stator copper losses 
Terminal power 
Terminal reactive power 
Terminal apparent power 
Rotor torque developed 
Angle of voltage across magnetizing impedance 
Magnitude of voltage across magnetizing impedance 
Synchronous speed 
Rotor speed 
Slip 
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( 
Balancer 
CN~ CO, CP 
FN, FO 
FP 
FY, FZ 
HN, HO 
HP 
HU 
HY, HZ 
IN, 10 
IP 
!U 
! Y, I Z 
LN, LO, LP 
MN, MO, MP 
PN, PO 
pp 
QP 
RN, RO, RP 
SN, SO 
SP 
SY, SZ 
UN, UO 
) Sequence values: 
0 = zero, 1 = positive, 2 = negative, 3 = total, 
4 =alternate calculation 
Capacitance of balancer impedances 
Angle of complex power into balancer 
Angle of complex power in load 
Angle of complex power in shunt impedance 
Angle of current into balancer 
Angle of current through load (series) impedance 
Angle of unbalanced current (-IN-10) 
Angle of current through shunt impedances 
Magnitude of current into balance 
Magnitude of current through load 
Magnitude of current imbalance (-IN-10) 
Magnitude of current through shunt impedances 
Angle of balancer impedances 
Inductance of balancer impedance 
Power into balancer 
Power in load (series impedance) 
Reactive power in load (series impedance) 
Resistance of balancer impedances 
Complex power into balancer 
Complex power into load (series impedance) 
Complex power in shunt impedances 
Angle of voltage on balancer input 
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UP Angle of voJta~e across load 
VN, VO Magnitude of voltage on balancer input 
VP Magnitude of voltage across load 
XN, XO, XP Reactance of balancer' impedance 
ZN, ZO, ZP Balancer impedance 
Case I Motor 1186 RPM Impedances 
Machine Parameters: Print 
Stator R = 1.561 
Stator X = 5.170 
~1&gilet R = 0 
Magnet X = 56.82 
Rotor+ R = 1 . 773 
Rotor- R = 1. 773 
RotorO R = 0 
Rotor-;. X = 4. 185 
Rotor- X = 4 • 1 8 5 
RotorO X = 0 
Speed FL = 1157 
HPWR FL "" 3 
Machine Impedance: Print 
-
WN = 1200 
\.'S = 0.0116666667 
ZG = Divider Rotor z 
ZG (I) = 0.34'7 
ZG(2) = 0.931 
ZG(O) = 1 
ZF = Divider Magnet z 
ZF ( l) = 0,928 
ZF(2) = 0.070 
ZF(O) = 0 
ZE = Equiv. Machine l 
ZE ( 1) = 58. 142 
ZE(2) = 9.374 
ZE(O) = 0 
WR = 1186 
LG ( 1) = I. 18906284 
LG (2) = 0.0146158179 
LG(O) = 0 
LF ( 1) = -0.354202367 
LF(2) = -0.195315716 
LF(O} = 0 
LE(l) =:. 1 • 22225602 
LE(2) = 1.31916834 
LE(O) = 0 
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Line Current: Radians 
lA 
IB 
IC 
= 6.3 
= 6.3 
= 6.4 
Machine Currents 
IS(l) = 6.33333334 
IS(2) = -0.0376666667 
IS(O) : -0.0313333333 
IR(I) = 2.1976667 
IR(2) = -0.0350676667 
IR(O) = -0.0313333333 
lM(l) = 5.87733334 
IM(2) = -2.63666667E-03 
IM(O) = 0 
WR = 1186 
Machine Power 
ST( l) = 2332. 14022 
ST(2) = 0.0132996229 
ST (0) = 0 
ST(3) = 2332.153 
PT ( 1) = 796.487088 
PT(2) = 3.31i35346E-03 
PT(O) ::: 0 
PT (3) = 796.490399 
PR (l) = 725.419175 
PR(2) = -1 .083769E-03 
PR(O) = 0 
PR (3) = 725. 418091 
VR ( l) = 9.988395 
VR(Z) = -0.159382545 
VR(O) = 0 
VR(3) = -9.84 
Case 1 Motor 1186 RPM 
HA 
HB 
HC 
= 0 
= -2.0926 
= 2.0909 
HS(l) = -5.82079034E-04 
HS(2) = 0.79774441 
HS(O) = -1.34925771 
HR(J) = 1.18848077 
HR(2) = 0.812360228 
HR(O) = -1.34925771 
HM(l) = -0.354784447 
HM(2) = 0.602428694 
HM(O) = -1 .34925771 
FT ( 1) = 1.22225602 
FT(2) = 1.31916834 
FT(O) = 0 
FT(3) = 1.22225658 
QT (I) = 2191.91385 
QT(2) = 0.0128807961 
QT(O) = 0 
QT (3) = 2191.92673 
TR ( l) = 51 . 5939558 
TR(2) = -7.70883246E-05 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = 5·1 . 5988787 
UP. ( 1) = 2.35854545 
UR(2) = 1 . 9824249 I 
UR(O) = 0.221538618 
uq(3) = -0.777097816 
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Machine Power Loss 
PL(l) = 8.56312686 
PL(O) = 0 
PS(l) = 62.6134445 
PS(O) = 1.53255511E-03 
PT(4) = 796.60059 
Case 
Machine Parameters: Print 
Stator R = 1.561 
Stator X = 4.966 
Magnet R = 0 
Magnet X= 51.785 
Rotor+ R = 1.773 
Rotor- R = 1.773 
RotorO R = 0 
Rot0r+ X = 3.972 
Rotor- X = 3.972 
RotorO X = 0 
Speed FL = 1157 
HPWR FL = 3 
Machine Impedance: Print 
WN 
ws 
= 1200 
= -0.0166666667 
ZG = Divider Rotor Z 
ZG(l) ::o -0.431 
ZG(2) = 0.929 
ZG(O) = 1 
ZF = Divider Magnet Z 
ZF(l) = 0. 886 
ZF(2) = 0.073 
ZF(O) = 0 
ZE = Equiv. Machine Z 
ZE(l) = -49.834 
ZE(2) = 8.972 
ZE(O) = 0 
PL(2) = 2.18033123E-03 
PL(3) = 8.56530719 
PS(2) = 2.21471211E-03 
PS(3) = 62.6171918 
PR(4) = 0.97241031 
Generator 1220 RPM 
WR = 1220 
LG ( l) = 2.05356144 
LG(2) = 0.0157666411 
LG(O) = 0 
LF( 1) = 0 .114 544460 3 
LF(2) = -0.202064098 
LF (0) = 0 
LE ( 1) = -l . 19661346 
LE(2) = l. 30935391 
LE(O) = 0 
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Line Current: Radians 
lA = 6.4 
IB = 6.5 
IC = 6.6 
Machine Currents 
IS(l) = 6.5 
15(2) = -0.057666667 
IS(O) = -0.057666667 
I R ( 1) = -2 . 80 1 5 
IR{2) = -0.0535723333 
IR(O} = -0.057666667 
I M ( l) = 5. 759 
IM(2) = -4.20966667E-03 
!M(O) = 0 
WR = 1220 
Machine Power 
ST(l) = -2105.4865 
ST(2) = 0.0298358876 
ST(O) = 0 
ST(3) = -2105.511 
PT(l) = -769.580704 
PT(2) = 7.7ll80789E 
PT(O) = 0 
PT(3) = -769.572992 
PR(l) = -848.828248 
PR(2) = -2.56527734E-03 
PR(O) = 0 
PR(3) = -848.830814 
VR(l) = -12.186525 
VR(2) = -0.23303965 
VR(O) = 0 · 1 -
VR(3) = 12.202 
Mac~:ine Power Loss 
PL{l) = 13.9152172 
PL(C) = 0 
HA = 0 
HB = -2.09439 
HC = 2.09439 
HS(1) = -2.61482984E-08 
HS(2) = 0.522106784 
HS(O) = -0.522612642 
HR(l) = 2.05356141 
HR(2) = 0.537873425 
HR(O) = -0.522612642 
HM(l) = 0.445444577 
HM(2) = 0.320042686 
HM(O). = -0.522612642 
FT(l) = -1.19661346 
FT(2) = 1.30935391 
FT(O) = 0 
FT(3) = -1.19662187 
QT(l) = 1959.80074 
QT(2) = 0.028822009 
QT(O) = 0 
QT(3) = 1959.82956 
TR(l) = -58.694386! 
TR(2) = -1.7738262E-04 
TR(O) = 0 
TR{3) = -58.6945635 
UR(l) = 3.20452276 
UR(2) = 1.68883478 
UR(O) = 1.04818368 
UR(3) = 0.043858812 
PL(2) = 5.08850096E-03 
PL(3) = 13.9203057 
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Machine Power loss (Cont.) 
PS(l) = 65.95225 
PS(O) = 5.19101878E-03 
PT(4) = -768.947877 
Line Current: Radians 
lA 
IB 
IC 
= 9.4 
= 9.4 
= 9.7 
Machine Currents 
IS(I) = 9.5 
15(2) = -O.li2666667 
IS(O) = -0.095 
IR(l) = -6.6025 
IR(2) = -0.104667333 
IR(O) = -0.095 
IM(l) = 6.327 
IM(2) = -f.22466667E-03 
lt1 (0) = 0 
WR = 1243 
Machine Power 
ST(l) = -3363.16625 
ST(2) = 0.113863187 
ST(O) = 0 
ST{3) = -3363.237 
PT(l) = -2014.02773 
PT(2) = 0.0293477711 
PT(O) = 0 
PT(3) = -2013.99838 
PR(l) = -2234.2318 
PR{2) = ~9.88277064E-03 
PR(O} = 0 
PR(3) = -2234.24168 
PS(2) = 5.19101878E-03 
PS(3) = 65.9626321 
PR(4) = -1.13784291 
Case I Generator 1243 RPM 
HA = 0 
HB = -2.0909 
HC = 2.0874 
HS(l) = -1 .22801049E-03 
HS(2) = 0.795666419 
HS(O) = -1.34806153 
HR(l) = 2.41455155 
HR(2) = 0.811284646 
HR(O) = -1.34806153 
HM(l) = 0.763650635 
HM(2) = 0.595441319 
HM(O) = -l .34806153 
FT(l) = -0.928733571 
FT(2) = 1.31010776 
FT(O) = 0 
FT(3) = -0.928760149 
QT(I) = 2693.43267 
QT(2) = 0.1100!6061 
QT(O) = 0 
Q~(3) = 2693.54269 
TR(l) = -151.63298 
TR(2) = -6.70724482E-04 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = -151.633651 
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Machine Power (Cont.) 
VR(l) = -28.720875 
VR(2) = -0.4553029 
VR(O) = 0 
VR(3) = 28.71 
Hachine Power Loss 
PL(l) = 77.2904002 
PL(O) = 0 
PS(l) = 140.88025 
PS(O) = 0.014088025 
PT(4) = -20!6.01771 
Line Current: Radians 
!A 
18 
IC 
= 6. 1 
= 8.4 
= 7.8 
Mac.h l ne C:.J rrents 
IS(I) = 7.429 
IS(2) = -0.793666667 
IS(O) = -0.619333333 
!R(l) = -4.264246 
IR(2) = -0.737316333 
IR(O) = -0.619333333 
lr-1(1) = 5.8lJ6623 
IM(2) ~ -0.0579376667 
iM(O) = 0 
WR = 1230 
Machine Power 
ST(l) = -2436.19879 
ST(2) = 5.6508937 
UR(l) = 3.56551291 
UR(2) = 1.962246 
UR(O) = 0.222734793 
UR(3) = 0.408069094 
PL(2) = 0.0194236594 
PL(3) = 77.3098238 
PS(2) = 0.0198149871 
PS(3) = 140.914153 
PR( 4) = -2.99496204 
Case 2 Generator 1230 RPM 
HA 
HB 
HC 
= 0 
= -2.15722 
= 2.00387 
HS(l) = -0.0535846786 
HS(2) = -0.492958653 
HS(O) = -0.03-7657774 
HR(l) = 2.18347848 
HR(2) ~ -0.477256884 
HR(O) = -0.0357657774 
HM(l) = 0.556733836 
HM(2) = -0.694219123 
HM(O) = -0.0357657774 
FT(l) = -1.05406672 
FT(2) = l .30967695 
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Machine Power (Cont.) 
ST(O) = 0 
ST(3) = -2440.228 
PT(l) = -1203.57813 
PT(2) = 1.45884684 
PT(O) = 0 
PT(3) = ~1202. 11929 
PR(l) = -1321.83453 
PR(2) = -0.487882547 
PR(O) = 0 
PR(3) = -1322.32242 
VR(l) = -18.5494701 
VR(2) = -3.20732605 
VR(O) = 0 
VR(3) = 15.776 
Machine Power loss 
Pl(l) = 32.2398667 
PL(O) = 0 
PS(l) = 86.151654 
PS(O) = 0.598758667 
PT(4) = -1201.38499 
Line Current: Radians 
iA 
IB 
IC 
= 7.3 
= 9.9 
= 9.1 
Machine Currents 
IS(I) = 8.76 
IS(2) = -0.906 
IS(O) = -0.689666667 
!R(l) = -5.88672 
IR(2) = -0.841674 
JR(O) = -0.689666667 
FT(O) = 0 
FT(3) = -l .05569178 
QT(l) = 2118.12753 
QT(2) = 5.45933746 
QT(O) = 0 
QT(3) = 2123.58686 
TR(l) = -90.6585051 
TR(2) = -0.033461603 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = -90.6919667 
UR(1) = 3.33443983 
UR(2) = 0.67370447 
UR(O) = 1.53503055 
UR(3) = 0.0986704631 
PL(2) = 0.963865521 
PL(3) = 33.2037322 
PS(2) = 0.98328448 
PS(3) = 87.7336972 
PR(4) = -l. 77255016 
Case 2 Generator 1240 RPM 
Hi\ 
HB 
HC 
:;. 0 
= -2. 16944 
= 2.000147 
HS(J) = -0.0608676206 
H~ (2) = -0.58600595 
HS(O) = -0.0460268515 
HR(l) = 2.31888443 
HR(2) = -0.570368523 
HR(O) = -0.0460268515 
J I 1 
Machine Currents (Cont.) 
IM(l) = 6.06192 
IM(2) = -0.066138 
IM(O) = 0 
WR = 1240 
Machine Power 
ST (I) = -2973.12158 
ST(2) = 7.36289893 
ST(O) = 0 
ST(3) = -2977.823 
PT ( 1) = -1723.51561 
PT(2) == 1 . 89852 338 
PT(O) = 0 
PT ( 3) = -1721.61709 
PR( l) = -1904.6588 
PR(2) = -0.638305252 
PR(O) = 0 
PR(3} = -1905.29711 
VR( 1) = -25.607232 
VR(2) = -).6612819 
VR(O) = 0 
VR(3) = 22.081 
Machine Power Loss 
PL(l) = 61.4406065 
PL(O) = 0 
PS(i) = 119.787394 
PS(O) = 0.742474214 
PT(4) = -1720.78929 
Line Current: Radlans 
!A = 7. 4 
IB = 7.4 
!C = 8.0 
HM(l) = 0.673550754 
HM(2) = -0.786469051 
HM(O) = -0.0460268515 
FT( 1) = -0.952437084 
FT (2) = 1.31000005 
FT{O) = 0 
FT (3) = -0.954341466 
QT (I) = 2422.59073 
QT ( 2:) = 7.11392224 
QT(O) = 0 
QT(3) = 2429.70465 
TR(l) = -129.578239 
TR(2) = -0.0434253476 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = -129.621664 
UR(1) = 3.46984578 
UR(2) = 0.580592331 
UR(O) = 1.52476947 
UR(3) ; 0.286842793 
Pl(2) = 1.25602001 
PL{3) = 62.6966266 
PS(2) = 1.281325 
PS(3) = 121.811193 
PR(4) = -2.55401757 
Case 3 Generator 1230 RPM 
HA = 0 
HB = :-2.0909 
HC = 2.0717 
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Machine Currents 
IS(l) = 7.59933334 
IS(2) = -0.216666667 
IS(O) = -0.202666667 
IR(1) = -4.36201733 
IR(2) = -0.201283333 
IR(O) = -0.202666667 
IM(1) = 5.98067533 
IM(2) = -0.0158166667 
IM(O) = 0 
WR = 1230 
Machine Power 
ST(l) = -2549.19463 
ST(2) = 0.421138611 
ST(O) = 0 
ST(3) = -2549.495 
PT(1) = -1259.40253 
PT(2) = 0.108722047 
PT(O) = 0 
PT(3) = -1259.29381 
PR(l) = -1383.1439 
PR(2) = -0.036359944 
PR(O} = 0 
PR(3) = -1383.18026 
VR(l) = -18.9747754 
VR(2) = -0.8755825 
VR(O) = 0 
VR(3} = 19.082 
Machine Power Loss 
PL(l) = 33.7352171 
PL(O) = 0 
PS(l) = 90.1475425 
PS(O) = 0.0641161671 
PT(4) = -1259.08827 
HS(1} = -6.82865308£-03 
HS(2} = 0.743278492 
HS(O) = -1.3728~921 
HR(1} = 2.23023451 
HR(2) = 0.75898026 
HR(O) = 01.37289921 
HM(l) = 0.603489862 
HM(2) = 0.542018022 
HM(O) = -1.37289921 
FT(1) = -1.05406672 
FT(2) = 1.30967695 
FT{O) = 0 
FT(3) = -1.05418264 
QT(l) = 2216.37058 
QT(2) = 0.406862687 
QT(O) = 0 
QT(3) = 2216.77744 
TR(1) = -94.8634305 
TR(2) = -2.49376006E-03 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = -94.8659243 
UR(1) = 3.38119586 
UR(2) = 1.90994162 
UR(O) = 0.197897118 
UR(3) = 0.193928468 
PL(2) = 0.07183306 
PL(3) = 33.8070502 
PS(2) = 0.0732802778 
PS(3) = 90.284939 
PR(4) = -1.85412904 
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Line Current: Radians 
lA = 9.0 
IB = 9.0 
IC = 9.6 
Machine Currents 
i s ( 1 ) = 9 . 1999 
15(2) = -0.225333333 
IS(O) = -0.217 
IR(l) = -6.181728 
IR(2) = -0.209334667 
IR(O) = -0.217 
IM(l) = 6.365708 
IM(2) = -0.0164493333 
IM(O) = 0 
WR = 1240 
Machine Power 
ST(l) = -3278.57931 
ST(2) = 0.455452746 
ST(O) = 0 
ST(3) = -3278.87 
PT(l) = -1900.58915 
PT(2) = 0.117438484 
PT(O} = 0 
PT(3) = -1900.47172 
PR(l) = -2100.34295 
PR(2) = -0.0394841602 
PR(O) = 0 
PR(3) = -2100.38~43 
VR(l) = -26.8905168 
VR(2) = -0.9106058 
VR(O) = 0 
VR(3) = 26.739 
Case 3 Generator 1240 RPM 
HA = 0 
HB = -2.09264 
HC = 2.0647 
HS(l) = -9.7560865E-03 
HS(2) = 0.599375524 
HS(O) = -1.51366805 
HR(l) = 2.36999596 
HR(2) = 0.615012951 
HR(O) = -1.51366805 
HM(1) = 0.724662289 
HM(2) = 0.398912423 
HM(O) = -1.51366805 
FT(l) = -0.952437084 
FT(2) = 1 .31000005 
FT(O) = 0 
FT(3) = -0.952544069 
QT(l) = 2671.48707 
QT(2) = 0.440051596 
QT(O) = 0 
QT(3) = 2671.92712 
TR(l) = -142.891074 
TR(2) = -2.68619657E-03 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = -142.89376 
UR(1) = 3.52095731 
UR(2) = 1.76597431 
UR{O) = 0.0571282743 
UR(3) = 0.345878752 
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Machine Power Loss 
PL(1) = 67.7529984 
PL(O) = 0 
PS(l) = 132.094319 
PS(O) = 0.073505929 
PT(4) = -1900.30466 
Filter: In/Out Print 
VN = -124 
IN= -8.7 
SN = -1078.8 
PN = -699.19175 
vo = 124 
10 = 9.9 
so = 1227.6 
PO = 650.52889 
VP = 9.736 
IU = 2.406 
PL(2) = 0.0776946377 
PL(3) = 67.8306931 
PS(2) = 0.0792599484 
PS(3) = 132.274085 
PR(4) = -2.81552605 
Case 3 Line B Balancer 1240 RPM 
UN = 0 . 
HN = 0.865683308 
FN = -0.865683308 
QN = 821 .547525 
uo = 0.0785398163 
HO = 1 . 09083078 
FO = -1.01229097 
QO = -1041. 06384 
UP= -l.53152642 
HU = -1 . I 1111946 
Filter: P!(Delta)/ZP=XP 
\/P = 9.736 
IP = 5.64274198 
SP = 54.9377359 
PP = 1 .20554111E-07 
IZ = -6.40384036 
sz = 794.076205 
!Y = -8.61721906 
SY = -1068.53516 
ZN = 19.3633809 
zo = -14.3897932 
ZP = 1 . 7254023 
Filter: L Section 
VP = 9.736 
IP = 5.64274198 
SP = 54.9377359 
PP = 1.20554111E-07 
UP = -1.53152642 
HP = -3.10232275 
FP = 1 . 57079633 
QP = 54.9377359 
HZ = -1.57079633 
FZ = 1 .57079633 
HY = -1 .49225651 
FY = l. 57079633 
LN = 1.57079633 
LO = 1.57079633 
LP = 1.57079633 
UP= -1.53152642 
HP = -3. 10232275 
FP = 1 . 57079633 
QP = 54.9377359 
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Filter: L Section (Cont.) 
IZ = 0 
sz = 0 
IV = -2.21333914 
SY = -274.454053 
ZN = 1E+19 
zo = -56.0239495 
ZP = 1.7254023 
HZ = 0 
FZ = 0 
HY = -1.49225651 
FY = 1 . 57079633. 
LN = 0 
LO = 1. 57079633 
LP = 1.57079633 
Case 3 Line C Balancer 1240 RPM 
Filter: Standard In/Out 
VN = -124 
IN= -8.7 
SN = -1078.8 
PN == -700.624556 
vo = 124 
10=9.1 
so= 1128.4 
PO = 813.06987"5 
VP = 9.736 
IU = -0.435 
Filter: PI(Delta)/ZP=XP 
VP = 9.736 
IP = 5.65430526 
SP = 55.050316 
PP =I .20801154E-07 
IZ = -6.39353501 
sz = 792.798341 
IY = -6.53195351 
SY = -809.962235 
ZN = 19.3945916 
zo = -18.9836011 
ZP = 1.72187378 
UN = 0 
HN = 0.863937979 
FN = -0.863937979 
QN = 820.325955 
uo = 0.0785398163 
HO = 0.844739357 
FO = -0.766199541 
QO = -782.434623 
UP= -1.53152642 
HU = 0.450620918 
UP= -1.53152642 
HP = -3. 10232275 
FP = 1.57079633 
QP = 55.050316 
HZ= -1.57079633 
FZ = 1 . 570796 33 
HY = -1.49225651 
FY = 1.57079633 
LN = 1 . 570796 33 
LO = 1 . 570796 33 
LP = 1.57079633 
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Filter: L Section 
VP = 9.736 
IP = 5.65430526 
SP = 55.050316 
PP = 1.20801154E-07 
IZ = 0 
sz = 0 
IV = -0.138378898 
SY = -17.1589834 
ZN = 1E+19 
zo = -896.090385 
ZP = 1. 72187378 
UP= -1.53152642 
HP = -3.10232275 
FP = 1. 57079633 
QP = 55.050316 
HZ = 0 
FZ = 0 
HY = -1.49225651 
FY = 1. 57079633 
LN = 0 
LO = 1. 57079633 
LP = 1.57079633 
Case 5 PF Correct 1240 RPM 
Filter: Standard In/Out 
VN = -124 
IN = -6.05 
SN = -750.2 
PN = -750.2 
vo = 124 
10 = 9.305 
so= 1153.82 
PO = 749.958486 
VP = 0 
IU = 7.071 
Filter: 
VP = 0 
IP = 0 
SP = 0 
pp = 0 
Pi (Delta) /ZP = XP 
IZ = -1 .24E-17 
SZ = 1.5376E-15 
IY = -7.07135689 
SY = -876.8482 54 
ZN = lE+19 
zo =· -17.5355313 
ZP = 0 
UN = 0 
HN = 0 
FN = 0 
QN = 0 
uo = 0 
HO = 0.863239847 
FO = -0.863239847 
QO = -876.848254 
UP = 1. 57079633 
HU = -I • 57052089 
UP = 1 .57079633 
HP = 0 
FP = 1. 57079633 
QP = 0 
HZ = 0 
FZ = 0 
HY ~ -1.57079633 
FY = 1 .57079633 
LN = 0 
LO = 1.57079633 
LP = 0 
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Fl Iter: 
VP = 0 
IP = 0 
SP = 0 
pp = 0 
IZ = 0 
sz = 0 
L Section 
IY = -7.07135689 
SY = -876.848254 
ZN = 1E+I9 
zo = -17.5355313 
ZP = 0 
UP = 1 .57079633 
HP = 0 
FP = 1 • 570796 33 
QP = 0 
HZ = 0 
FZ = 0 
HY = -1.57079633 
FY = 1 .57079633 
LN = 0 
LO = 1. 570796 33 
LP = 1. 57079633 
Case 6 Generator 1220 RPM Line C Open 
Line Current: De~rees Input 
lA 
IB 
I C 
= 10 
= 10 
= 0 
Machine Currents 
IS(l) = 5.77366667 
!S(2) = 5.77366667 
IS(O} = 0 
IR(l) = -2.48845033 
IR(2) = 5.36373634 
IR(O) = 0 
I M ( 1) = 5. 1 l 54686 7 
IM(2) = 0.421477667 
lt1(0) = 0 
WR = 1220 
Machine Pm"'e r 
ST{l) = -1661.22769 
ST(2) = 299.083655 
ST(O) = 0 
ST(3) = -1910.171 
HA 
HB 
HC 
HS ( l) 
HS(2) 
HS(O) 
HR( 1) 
HR(2) 
HR(O) 
HM ( 1) 
HM(2) 
HM(O) 
= 0 
= 3.14159265 
= 0 
= -0' 523598778 
= 0.523598776 
= 1. 57079633 
::: 1 • 52996266 
= 0.539365417 
= 1. 57079633 
= -0.0781541745 
= 0.321534678 
= 1 . 570796 33 
FT { 1) = -l . 19661346 
FT(2) = 1.30935391 
FT(O) = 0 
FT(3) = -1 .289703 
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Machine Power (Cont.) 
PT(1) = -607.198752 
PT(2) = 77.3054157 
PT(O) = 0 
PT(3) = -529.893337 
PR(l) = -699.725022 
PR(2) = 025.7150896 
PR(O) = 0 
PR(3) = -695.440111 
VR(1) = -10.8247589 
VR(2) = 23.332253 
VR(O) = 0 
VR (3) = 19. 61 3 
Machine Power Loss 
PL(l) = 10.9790987 
PL(O) = 0 
PS(l) = 52.036289 
PS(O) = 0 
PT(4) = -529.379814 
QT(1) = 1546.28171 
QT(2) = 288.92024 
QT(O) = 0 
QT(3) = 1835.201'95 
TR(1) = -46.3098384 
TR(2) = -1.77813521 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = -48.0879736 
UR(l) = 2.68092401 
UR(2) = 1 .69032677 
UR(O) = 3.14159265 
UR(3) = 1.21052479 
PL(2) = 51.0086204 
PL(3) = 61.9877191 
PS(2) = 52.036289 
PS(3) = 104.072578 
PR(4) = -0.93222535 
Case 6 Generator 1230 RPM Line C Open 
Line Current: Degrees input 
lA 
iB 
rc 
= 11 .9 
= 11 .9 
= 0 
Maohine Currents 
IS(l) = 6.87033334 
15(2) = 6.87033334 
IS(O) = 0 
IR(l) = -3.94357133 
IR(2) = 6.38253967 
IR(O) = 0 
IM(l) = 5.40695234 
IM(2) = 0.501534333 
IM(O) = 0 
HA 
HB 
HC 
= 0 
= 3.14159265 
= 0 
HS(l) = -0.523598778 
HS(2) = 0.523598776 
HS(O) = 1.57079633 
HR(l) = 1.71346438 
HR(2) = 0.539300544 
HR(O) = 1.57079633 
HM(l) = 0.0867197372 
HM(2) = 0.322338305 
HM(O) = l .57079633 
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Machine Currents (Cont.) 
WR = 1230 
Machine Power 
ST(l) = -2083.56774 
ST(2) = 423.444478 
ST(O) = 0 
ST(3) = -2403.678 
PT(l) = -1029.36451 
PT(2) = 109.317335 
PT(O) = 0 
PT(3) = -920.047171 
PR(l) = -1130.50372 
PR(2} = -36.5590262 
PR(O) = 0 
PR(3) = -116].06274 
VR(l) = -17.1545353 
VR(2) = 27.7640476 
VR(O) = 0 
VR(3) = 26.403 
Machine Power Loss 
PL ( 1) = 27.57326·14 
PL(O) = 0 
PS ( 1) = 73.6815105 
PS(O) = 0 
PT(4) = -919.900092 
FT(l) = -1.05406672 
FT(2) = 1.30967695 
FT(O) = 0 
FT(3) = -1.17800748 
QT ( 1) = 1811 . 53615 
QT(2) = 409.090389 
QT(O) = 0 
QT(3) = 2220.62654 
TR(l) = -77.536011 
TR(2) = -2.50741419 
TR(O) = 0 
TR(3) = -80.0434252 
UR(l) = 2.86442574 
UR(2) = 1.6902619 
UR(O) = 3.14159265 
UR(3) = 1.04766893 
PL(2) = 72.2263688 
PL(3) = 99.7996302 
PS(2) = 73.6815105 
PS(3) = 147.363021 
PR(4) = -1 . 56442 72 7 
Case 7 Resistor Load lPH to 3PH Low Amp 
Filter: In/Out Print 
VN = 216 
IN = -4.3 
SN = 928.8 
PN = 804.364396 
UN = 0 
HN = 0.523598775 
FN = -0.523598775 
QN = -464.4 
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Filter: In/Out Print (Cont.) 
vo = 216 
10 = -4.3 
so = -928.8 
PO = -804.364396 
VP = -216 
IU = 4.3 
Fi 1 ter: Pi (De 1 ta) /ZP = RP 
VP = -216 
IP = -7.44781845 
SP = 1608.72878 
pp = 1608.72878 
IZ = 4.29999999 
sz = 928.799998 
IV = -4.29999999 
SY = -928.799998 
ZN = 50.2325583 
zo = -50.2325582 
ZP = 29.0017811 
Balancer lmpedaoce: 
RN = 1 .10229176E-07 
CN = 0 
RO = -1. l0229176E-07 
co = -·52. 8060382 
RP = 29.001781 
CP == 0 
Elements 
uo = 2.0943951 
HO = 2.61799388 
FO = -0.523598774 
QO = 464.399999 
UP = 1.04719755 
HU = 1 .57079633 
UP = 1 .04719755 
HP = l .04719755 
FP = 0 
QP = 0 
HZ= -1.57079633 
FZ = 1 . 57079633 
HY = 0.523598775 
FY = 1 • 57079633 
LN = 1.57079633 
LO = 1. 57079633 
LP = 0 
XN = 50.2325582 
HN = 0.133245999 
xo = -50.2325582 
MD = 0 
XP = 0 
MP = 0 
Case 7 Resistor Load 1PH to 3PH High Amp 
Filter: Standard In/Out 
VN = 216 
IN = -6.9 
SN = 1490.4 
PN = 1290.72426 
UN = 0 
HN = 0.523598775 
FN = -0.523598775 
QN = -745.2 
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Filter: Standard In/Out (Cont.) 
vo = 216 
10 = -6.9 
so = -1490.4 
PO= -1290.72426 
VP = -216 
IU = 6.9 
Filter: Pi(Delta)/ZP=RP 
VP = -216 
I P = - 1 1 . 9 511 50 5 
SP = 2581 .44851 
pp = 2581.44851 
IZ = 6.89999998 
sz = 1490.4 
IY = -6.89999998 
SY = -1490.4 
ZN = 31.3043479 
zo = -31.3043479 
ZP = 18.0735737 
Balancer Impedance: 
RN = 6.86935449E-08 
CN = 0 
RO = -6.86935448E-08 
co= 084.7352706 
RP = 18.0735737 
CP = 0 
Elements 
uo = 2.0943951 
HO = 2.61799388 
FO = -0.523598774 
QO = 745.199999· 
UP = 1 .04719755 
HU = 1 • 57079633 
UP = 1 .04719755 
HP = 1 • 04719755 
FP = 0 
QP = 0 
HZ :c -1 • 57079633 
FZ = 1.57079633 
HY = 0.523598775 
FY = 1 .57079633 
LN = 1.57079633 
LO = 1.57079633 
LP = 0 
XN = 31.3043479 
MN = 0.0330373619 
xo = -31.3043479 
MO = 0 
XP = 0 
MP = 0 
Case 8 Generator 3PH From 1PH 1250 RPM 
Filter: Standard In/Out 
VN = 216 
IN= -7.3 
SN = 1576.8 
PN = 1365.54886 
UN = 0 
HN = 0.523598775 
FN = -0.523598775 
QN = -788.4 
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Filter: Standard In/Out (Cont.) 
vo = 217 
10 = -7.3 
so = -1584. 1 
PO = -1371.87084 
VP = -216. 502 
IU = 7.3 
Fi 1 ter: Pi (Delta)/ZP = RP 
VP = -216.502 
IP = -12.7323022 
SP = 2756.56889 
pp = 2756.56889 
IZ = 7.40186045 
sz = 1598.80186 
IY = -7.35093022 
SY = -1595.15186 
ZN = 29. 1818525 
zo = -29.5200735 
ZP = 17.0041518 
Balancer Impedance: 
RN = 6.40359895E-08 
CN = 0 
RO = -6.47781738E-08 
co = -89.8569034 
RP = 17.0041518 
CP = 0 
Elements 
uo = 2.0943951 
HO = 2.61799388 
FO = -0.5235987]4 
QO = 792.049998 
UP = 1.05119765 
HU = 1 . 57079633 
UP = 1.05119765 
HP = 1.05119765 
FP =-• 0 
QP = 0 
HZ= -1.57079633 
FZ = 1. 57079633 
HY = 0.523598775 
FY = 1. 57079633 
LN = 1 . 57079633 
LO = 1 . 57079633 
LP = 0 
XN = 29. 1818525 
MN = 0.0774072681 
xo = -29.5200735 
MO = 0 
XP = 0 
MP = 0 
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